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1Abstrat
Complex Program Transformations Via Simple Online Dynami AnalysesbyAjeet Ganesh ShankarDotor of Philosophy in Computer SieneUniversity of California at BerkeleyProfessor Rastislav Bodik, ChairOnline dynami program analyses exeute while a program is running in its produtionstate. In this environment, they have aess to a wealth of onrete information, suh asheap values and all staks, that an drive reompilation and program transformation basedon behavior that is exeution-spei� or simply hard to analyze statially.At the same time, beause these analyses exeute while a program is running, theyare omputationally onstrained, sine any overhead imposed by an analysis is re�eted inthe program's exeution time. Thus, online dynami analyses neessarily tend to measuresimple events. Suh onstraints present a hallenge: is it possible to onstrut sophistiatedprogram transformations from simple dynami analyses?In this dissertation, we show that sophistiated program transformations are pos-sible without proving omplex program properties. Instead, dynami analysis of simpleproperties an su�iently approximate omplex ones when oupled with runtime support



2suh as speulation. We desribe two omplex automati program optimizations based onsimple dynami analyses that yield order-of-magnitude speedups.The �rst is a speializer. While a program is running, it automatially determineswhih heap loations are onstant, and selets portions of the program to reompile, usingthese heap onstants to seed onstant propagation, loop unrolling, and other lassi opti-mizations. The speializer ahieves speedups of up to 500% on programs that depend heavilyon onstant heap values.The seond transformation is an inrementalizer, known as Ditto. Ditto mon-itors data struture invariant heks as they exeute, dynamially onstruting models oftheir omputation. When a hek is invoked again, Ditto automatially reuses appliableportions of previous invoations and only omputes anew omputations based on new input.It speeds up ommon invariant heks by an asymptoti fator.These two optimizations indiate that omplex transformations are possible despitethe limited omplexity a�orded to the online dynami analyses that drive them. We �ndthat these results an be ahieved when (1) the transformation is tailored to a domainand (2) dynami analyses are arefully onstruted to exploit the ommon-ase behavior ofprograms in that domain.
Professor Rastislav BodikDissertation Committee Chair
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1
Chapter 1
Introdution

Program analysis is the task of automatially analyzing program behavior. Anal-yses an aid optimization, bug-�nding, monitoring, orretness arguments, and a host ofother appliations.Many analyses are stati: they attempt to determine runtime behavior from aprogram's soure ode without any spei� input, usually in an o�ine setting, suh as ina ompiler. The primary strength of this approah is that algorithms have no hard timeonstraints, and thus an be quite omplex.Another approah is dynami program analysis, whih seeks to analyze the programas it is running. The primary advantage of this approah is that sine it deals with onretebehavior (an exeution) rather than soure ode, it is more preise than stati analysis. Forinstane, it has aess to spei� data � say, the layout of the heap � that stati analysisan only infer via an abstrat interpretation of the program ode. However, if the analysisis online � that is, it is run while the program is exeuting in a prodution setting � it must



1.1. RUNTIME SPECIALIZATION 2adhere to fairly tight overhead onstraints. Thus, most online dynami analyses are simple,yielding small amounts of information.In this dissertation, I hope to demonstrate that it is possible to onstrut omplexdynami program transformations that depend on simple online dynami analyses. I willdo this by desribing two nontrivial online dynami optimizations, a speializer and aninrementalizer.1.1 Runtime SpeializationA speializer optimizes ode by partial evaluation: it selets a program state inwhih the values of ertain variables are known to be onstant, and uses these onstantvalues to optimize the ode that onsumes them by onstant propagation, inlining, branhevaluation, and loop unrolling.Constant values that guide partial evaluation an originate from loal variables orfrom heap data. Heap values are infrequently exploited beause they are di�ult to identifyand verify as onstant: their lifetimes an span an entire program exeution and they anbe mutated at any time.We present a runtime speializer that exploits onstant values on the heap. Pro-grams amenable to speialization an see a 500% speedup as a result of this transformation.
• It is automati. Speializeable funtions and invariant heap values are identi�ed via alightweight runtime analysis. There is no barrier to use for programmers who do notwant to learn an annotation system, delve into spei� memory properties of programsthey are developing, or �nd speializable regions.



1.1. RUNTIME SPECIALIZATION 3
• It is sound. Manual annotations may be inorret (for instane, if a mutating heaploations is marked as invariant), whereas our approah uses runtime heks to ensuresoundness.
• It is more omplete than traditional stati speializers, whose annotations are madeo�ine, on stati ode, and annot identify heap values that are invariant for just apartiular program exeution, or partiular onrete elements of a data struture thatare invariant even though the rest of the struture is not. Our speializer operates atruntime and is able to optimize any onrete heap loations.1.1.1 Example: InterpreterWe illustrate how speialization works by examining the speialization of an inter-preter. Interpreters are exellent andidates for speialization beause a ritial set of heaploations � those holding the program to be interpreted � is not modi�ed. The loations inthis set yield the onstant values that drive the partial evaluation.In a standard interpreter implementation, a main loop iterates over the intepretedprogram's opodes, deoding and dispathing on eah one. The opodes are stored in anarray on the heap and fethed one by one, depending on the value of the interpreted pro-gram ounter. A speializer optimizes the interpreter by substituting the atual values ofthe opodes in the main interpretation funtion, unrolling the loop and removing the dis-path overhead. In essene, it turns the interpreter into a simple JIT ompiler. Thus, thespeializer removes the interpretation overhead, the biggest overhead in an interpreter.For example, onsider the interpretation of an insertion sort routine.



1.1. RUNTIME SPECIALIZATION 4void insertion_sort(int[℄ a)for (i = 0 ; i < a.length - 1 ; i++)min = ifor (j = i+1 ; j < a.length ; j++)if (a[j℄ < a[min℄)min = j(a[i℄, a[min℄) = (a[min℄, a[i℄)A simple interpreter of this language might resemble the following.int interpret(OpCodes[℄ o)p = 0while 1swith o[p℄.opase ASSIGN:mem[o.mem_a℄ = mem[o.mem_b℄p++ase COMPARE_LT:if (mem[o.mem_a℄ < mem[o.mem_b℄)p++elsep = o.destination...A speializer an partially evaluate this interpret funtion at runtime, using theonrete values of the opodes (in this ase, the opodes from the insertion sort funtion) tobypass the swith statement and �ll in the atual operation values, suh as mem_a, mem_b,and destination, for eah instrution. The resulting blok of straight-line ode is knownas a speialization trae. Both our speializer and traditional speializers follow this sameblueprint for optimization.However, the prinipal way in whih ours di�ers is in how it determines that (a) apartiular program point in interpret is a good andidate for the start of a speializationtrae and (b) o points to an array of invariant ells on the heap.



1.1. RUNTIME SPECIALIZATION 5A traditional speializer, suh as DyC [35℄, requires the programmer to annotatethe interpreter with both of these piees of information.// indiates that this funtion should be speializedspeialize interpret(o, p) intinterpret(OpCodes[℄ o)p = 0// indiates that the values in the o array are onstant// and should be used as a basis for partial evaluationmake_stati(o, p:p_ahe_one_unheked, eager)while 1...As desribed above, there are several limitations to this approah: it is potentiallyerror-prone (not always sound), inomplete, and also requires programmers to spend timeon annotations. In onstrast, our speializer determines both key piees of informationautomatially using several dynami analyses.Beause its preditions about what heap loations are invariant may beome inor-ret as the program exeution progresses, our speializer must hek that its assumptionsabout invariane hold before exeuting a speialization trae; if they no longer hold (i.e. aheap loation's value has been modi�ed), it must invalidate the trae. To ensure soundnessin this way, our speializer automatially traks its invariane preditions via write barriersas the program exeutes to determine when they have gone wrong. While write barriers anbe an expensive modi�ation, our speializer uses the language's type system to eliminatemost writes as invalidators; it thus tends to insert only a modest number of write barriers,keeping the overhead low.Its dynami analyses perform:
• Fast identi�ation of good speialization points via a new in�uene metri.



1.1. RUNTIME SPECIALIZATION 6
• Optimisti and aurate �ne-grained detetion of heap invariants by a store pro�le.
• Detetion and invalidation of speialized regions when assumed heap invariants aremodi�ed.All of these analyses are lightweight enough to be run in a prodution exeutionenvironment. Furthermore, sine they are exeuted at runtime, they an provide betterinformation to the speializer, by identifying behavior that is either (a) impossible to notateusing o�ine annotations or (b) exeution-spei�.To illustrate this bene�t, we show how memory loations in an interpreted pro-gram's �memory spae� are identi�ed by our runtime speializer and not by an o�ine one.Consider the inner loop of the insertion sort funtion above, slightly rewritten:j = i+1while (j < a.length)if (a[j℄ < a[i℄)min = jj++ In Figure 1.1, we show a trae of an interpreter exeuting the inner loop byteodes,along with the optimized versions of the trae that are produed by DyC, a traditionalo�ine speializer, and our speializer. (Note that for simpliity, the trae does not inludethe instrutions for dispath and opode deoding, sine both speializers optimize themaway; this optimization and loop unrolling ontribute signi�antly to the speedup.)Both speializers are privy to the fat that the byteodes of the interpreted programare invariant, and thus eliminate loads that aess �elds of the byteode objets. However,beause DyC is an o�ine speializer that relies on ode annotations, its optimizations must



1.1. RUNTIME SPECIALIZATION 7apply to all exeutions of the interpreter. Thus, it annot take advantage of any exeution-spei� behavior � namely, invariant memory loations present in the state of the interpretedprogram.Our speializer, whih operates diretly on the heap as the program exeutes, isable to determine the invariane of several memory loations spei� to the insertion sort,suh as the address of the array to be sorted and its length. This address is �xed over theintepretation of the program, and appears to our speializer as onstant as any other heaploation. However, the address is nowhere in the ode of the interpreter; it is only referenedin the byteodes of the interpreted program. Thus, an o�ine speializer that only has aessto the soure ode of the interpreter would have no way of identifying this memory loationas onstant. As a result, our speializer removes nearly 10% more loads than an o�inespeializer in this example.In Chapter 2 of this doument, we desribe our speializer and the analyses itperforms in greater detail, and provide an evaluation of it implemented in the Jikes RVMJava virtual mahine.
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Byteodes Intepreter Trae DyC DynSpe// j = i + 1 ase LD_IMM:LD_IMM r1, #1 r[op.dest℄ = op.onstant r[r1℄ = 1 r[1℄ = 1ase ADD:ADD r2, r1, r3 r[op.dest℄ = r[op.sr1℄ + r[op.sr2℄ r[2℄ = r[1℄ + r[3℄ r[2℄ = r[1℄ + r[3℄// while (j < a.length) ase LD:LD r4, [a.addr℄, -1 r[op.dest℄ = m[op.addr+ op.o�set℄ r[4℄ = m[addr['a'℄ - 1℄ r[4℄ = 20ase BGE:BGE r2, r4, [L1℄ if (r[op.sr1℄ >= r[op.sr2℄) if (r[2℄ > r[4℄) if (r[2℄ > r[4℄)p = op.target p = 12 p = 12// if a[j℄ < a[i℄ ase LD:LD r6, [a.addr℄, r2 r[op.dest℄ = m[op.addr + op.o�set℄ r[6℄ = m[addr['a'℄ + r[2℄℄ r[6℄ = m[36 + r[2℄℄ase LD:LD r7, [a.addr℄, r3 r[op.dest℄ = m[op.addr + op.o�set℄ r[7℄ = m[addr['a'℄ + r[3℄℄ r[7℄ = m[36 + r[3℄℄ase BGE:BGE r6, r7, [L1℄ if (r[op.sr1℄ >= r[op.sr2℄) if (r[6℄ >= r[7℄) if (r[6℄ >= r[7℄)p = op.target p = 12 p = 12//min = j ase ADD:ADD r5, r2, r0 r[op.dest℄ = r[op.sr1℄ + r[op.sr2℄ r[5℄ = r[2℄ r[5℄ = r[2℄L1: // j++ ase ADD:ADD r2, r2, r1 r[op.dest℄ = r[op.sr1℄ + r[op.sr2℄ r[2℄ = r[2℄ + r[1℄ r[2℄ = r[2℄ + r[1℄Figure 1.1: Dynami speialization of an interpreter exeuting insertion sort as performed by DyC and our speializer. Bothspeializers remove the bulk of the overhead aused by the interpretation loop; ours additionally optimizes onstants presentin the interpreted insertion sort program. Memory loads eliminated by both speializers are underlined; loads eliminated onlyby our speializer are double-underlined.



1.2. AUTOMATIC INCREMENTALIZATION 91.2 Automati InrementalizationInrementalization is an optimization tehnique that exploits suessive, iterativeomputations that vary slightly from one another. The results of repeated subomputationsare ahed and reused; only omputations based on hanged or new input data are exeuted.For example, to ompute the suessive sums of eah m-element window in ann-element array (with m < n), the following ode might be used:for (int i = 0 ; i < n-m ; i++)for (int j = i ; j < m ; j++)sum[i℄ += ary[j℄;The nested loops yield an O(n2) algorithm. However, we an inrementalize theode in the following way:for (int j = 0 ; j < m ; j++)sum[0℄ += ary[j℄;for (int i = 1 ; i < n-m ; i++)sum[i℄ = sum[i-1℄ - ary[i-1℄ + ary[i+m-1℄;This inrementalized ode takes advatange of the fat that for eah window afterthe �rst, the previous window has already been omputed. This previous window di�ersfrom the urrent one in only two values. Reusing the previous result and aounting for thetwo di�ering values is su�ient to ompute the new window: sum[i℄ = sum[i-1℄ - ary[i-1℄ +ary[i+m-1℄. The new algorithm runs in O(n) time.Beause the transformation requires algorithmi insight, inrementalization hastraditionally been performed by hand. However, the manual approah is fraught with om-pliations:
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• It an be di�ult to perform, espeially if the ode to be optimized relies on heapvalues that may be modi�ed throughout the program. Program-wide hanges areoften neessary: everywhere the heap values are modi�ed, inremental ode must beinserted.
• Due to this omplexity, hand-inrementalizing ode is a time-onsuming and halleng-ing proess and may indue errors or ontain omissions that lead to unsoundness. Forinstane, we were unable to inrementalize the invariant heks for a red-blak tree byhand.Thus, a natural goal is to automate the inrementalization proess.To that end, we present Ditto, an automati inrementalizer. Unlike existinginrementalizers, it operates on an imperative language (Java) and without any user anno-tations. It inrementalizes funtions via a simple proess.1. The �rst time an invariant hek is exeuted, Ditto builds a omputation graph: areord of all funtion alls, arguments, heap aesses, and return values that ourduring the hek.2. When ontrol is returned to the rest of the program, Ditto monitors the heap todetet any hanges to heap values aessed by the invariant hek. Multiple hangesan our between hek invoations.3. When the hek is invoked again, Ditto examines the new set of arguments. Usinginformation about what heap values have been modi�ed, it reuses results ahed in theomputation graph where possible. It only evaluates funtion alls with new arguments



1.2. AUTOMATIC INCREMENTALIZATION 11or heap aesses to new or mutated data, and inserts these alls and their return valuesbak into the omptuation graph, ensuring that the graph is up to date with the latestinvoation of the invariant hek.4. By preserving the invariant that the omputation graph is onsistent with the mostreent exeution of the hek, Ditto an ontinue to reuse previous results arosssubsequent heks, yielding an asymptoti speedup for eah hek.The full proess is desribed in Chapter 3.1.2.1 Example: Red-Blak TreeTo illustrate Ditto's bene�t, onsider verifying the orretness of a red-blak treeimplementation you have just reated in Java. There are a number of properties to verify; forinstane, eah red node must only have blak hildren. Here we fous on the most di�ultproperty to verify, that every path from the root to a leaf ontains the same number of blaknodes.// verify that eah path has the same number of blak nodesInteger hekBlakDepth(Node n) {if (n == nil)return 1;int left = hekBlakDepth(n.left);int right = hekBlakDepth(n.right);if (left != right || left == -1)// errorreturn -1;return left + (n.olor == BLACK ? 1 : 0);}This property must be maintained aross arbitrary insertions and deletions of elements. Thesimplest way to hek the property would be to exeute this hekBlakDepth funtion after



1.2. AUTOMATIC INCREMENTALIZATION 12every insertion or deletion. However, the funtion traverses the entire tree for every hek,making it prohibitively expensive if the hek is to be exeuted frequently during the ourseof a program exeution.One option would be to manually inrementalize the funtion: insert loal heksat every insertion and deletion point that verify the property for only those nodes in thetree that have hanged. However, this is a very daunting task: a standard red-blak treeimplementation has �ve insertion and six deletion ases, eah of whih modi�es the tree ina di�erent way.Furthermore, the operations often rotate the tree, modifying nodes that are notloal to the insertion or deletion point. Even if a set of modi�ed memory loations isprovided, it is di�ult to determine whih nodes need to be veri�ed without traversing theentire tree, as an unmodi�ed node may need to be re-veri�ed if it happens to preede amodi�ed node on a path from the root to a leaf. Manual inrementalization in the fae ofthese omplex behaviors is hallenging, and the hane for error is large.Ditto automates this task. Presented with the hekBlakDepth funtion, itexeutes the funtion in full the �rst time it is invoked, and builds a omputation graph ofthe reursive funtion alls it made as it traverses the nodes of the tree, ounting how manyblak desendents eah node has.Assume that the next operation is an insertion of a new node, C, whih auses arerooting from node A to node B (Figure 1.2). Beause Ditto has onstruted a graphof the hekBlakDepth omputation, it knows exatly what heap values the omputationaessed, namely the nodes of the tree and aompanying metadata. It uses write barriers
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…Figure 1.2: A tree that is rerooted after the insertion of a node.to detet whih of these values is modi�ed by the insertion operation (nodes A, B, and Cin Figure 1.2).When hekBlakDepth is subsequently invoked, Ditto only re-exeutes thoseportions of the omputation graph that onsume modi�ed data. Cahed results are usedinstead of reomputing funtion alls that have no hanged inputs. For example, the right-hand hildren of the previous root node have not hanged at all, so Ditto reuses theirprevious ounts of blak desendents.In this ase, Ditto only has to reompute O(log n) nodes in order to verify theproperty for the entire tree struture. Furthermore, multiple updates (insertions and dele-tions) an our between invariant heks. Ditto will trak all hanges and resynhronizethe omputation graph to the urrent state of the data struture.
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Chapter 2
Dynami Speialization
2.1 IntrodutionMany virtual mahines employ dynami optimization, a tehnique that exploits thepartiular exeution and memory behavior of eah program run to produe optimizationstailored to that run. Speialization, or partial evaluation, is a related, more aggressivestrategy by whih hot portions of ode are heavily optimized by �hard-oding� frequentlyourring values, and other values that depend on them, diretly into the instrution stream;when these values turn up again, the optimized ode is invoked [4, 10, 21, 22, 29, 35,36, 41, 44, 48, 54, 55, 68, 69, 71℄. For ertain lasses of programs, suh as interpreters,raytraers, and database query exeutors, in whih a few popular values onsistently ditateexeution behavior, employing this tehnique an result in marked speedups, up to 5x insome ases [37℄.Powerful speialization tehniques have eluded inlusion in transparent dynami



2.1. INTRODUCTION 15optimization systems, suh as Java VMs, sine existing speializers are staged : while theygenerate speialized ode at runtime, they require an o�ine omponent of programmerannotation [22, 35, 48℄, or heavyweight program analysis [54℄. This o�ine step fores stagedspeializers to abstrat away from the onrete state of a partiular program run, and employonly those speialization optimizations that apply to all exeutions of a program.This hapter presents a program speialization tehnique that is able to exploitthe unique opportunities o�ered by dynami optimizers, in partiular aess to the onretememory state and exeution behavior of a program. This speialization tehnique has thefollowing novel ombination of properties:
• It rapidly and automatially identi�es speialization regions. The speializer uses pro-�le information with a novel linear-time algorithm based on a new notion of instrutionin�uene to identify good speialization opportunities. The use of onrete exeutionbehavior has the additional advantage of enabling speialization of the same funtionin di�erent ways based on the exeution pattern of a given program run.
• It employs optimisti and preise automati heap analysis. The analysis exploits spe-ialization opportunities that may not be easily detetable or annotatable in the soureode, for instane data that is only invariant for ertain program exeutions or in er-tain exeution states, or onstants as small as individual array elements.
• It automatially monitors optimisti assumptions, and invalidates speialized regionsif any assumptions are violated. The speializer employs a low-overhead invalidationsystem that (a) detets when assumed onstants have been updated and then (b)safely invalidates the orresponding speialized regions, even if they are urrently on



2.1. INTRODUCTION 16the exeution stak.These three features enable the speializer to operate fully transparently at run-time: it requires no additional user input or other information. This transpareny inreasesits ease of use: an end-user with a dynami speialization-enabled runtime environment likea JVM an instantly reap its bene�ts on all of the speializable programs she runs, insteadof hoping that developers will annotate eah program individually with speialization di-retions. Even systems suh as Calpa [54℄, a staged speializer that automatially infersannotations, require an o�-line phase that a user may be unwilling or unable to perform.Additionally, the use of annotations means that suh speializers annot take advantage ofper-exeution runtime onstants and behavior.To the best of our knowledge, the system presented in this hapter is the �rstfully transparent speializer to use heap data. Suganuma et al. [71℄ have onstruted afully dynami speializer, but unlike existing staged speializers, it does not utilize any heaponstants (perhaps the most valuable piees of runtime information) and so its speedups donot exeed 1.06x. In the rest of the hapter, when we refer to other speializers, we meanheap-aware speializers.A strong motivation for this tehnology is that the massive popularity of sriptinglanguages makes interpreter optimization a ompelling goal. Appliation languages likeVisual Basi and Tl, web languages like JavaSript and VBSript, and general-purposelanguages like Perl, Python, and Ruby, all have very large user bases. In addition, thereare ountless speial-purpose languages that have signi�ant followings in their nihe areas.Given the suess of these languages, new languages are onstantly being developed, and



2.1. INTRODUCTION 17they need frameworks in whih to run.Interpreters have a number of advantages over ompilers in providing suh a frame-work: (1) writing an interpreter is muh simpler than writing a ompiler (and in many ases,suh as in languages with �eval� funtionality, a true ompiler is infeasible); (2) it is generallymuh easier to verify an interpreter as orret; (3) it is easier to distribute an interpreterbeause there are fewer portability issues. As a result, most sripting languages are initiallyinterpreted, and later, if there is su�ient demand for improved performane, a ompilermay be painstakingly reated. Dynami speialization an provide an immediate level ofoptimization to interpreted ode, reduing development time and making the use of newlanguages more appealing. By using onrete heap information, a dynami speializer analso take advantage of onstants indued by the interpreted program, rather than just thosepresent in the interpreter, a level of optimization unavailable to existing staged speializers:it an not only speialize the interpreter, but also the program the interpreter is running.Our primary ontributions are:
• Fast identi�ation of good speialization points via a new in�uene metri.
• Optimisti and aurate �ne-grained detetion of heap invariants by a store pro�le,and its use in speialization.
• An automati mehanism for invalidating speialized regions when assumed heap on-stants are modi�ed.
• An implementation of this system that runs transparently and with low overhead onthe Jikes RVM and produes speedups of 1.2x to 6.4x.This hapter is organized as follows. Setion 2.2 is an overview of the system, and



2.2. OVERVIEW 18presents three main hallenges of dynami speialization: region seletion, heap invarianedetetion, and invalidation. Setions 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 disuss our solutions to the threepriniple hallenges, and Setion 2.6 desribes some details about region reation. Finally,we present an experimental evaluation of our work in Setion 2.7. Related work is disussedin Setion 2.8.2.2 OverviewIn this setion, we desribe the speialization proedure, disuss three ritial prob-lems that must be solved to implement it in a dynami framework, and illustrate the proesswith an example.2.2.1 Speialization ModelClassial speialization is applied in senarios in whih a program P is re-exeutedwith a part of its input unhanged [42℄. Tehnially, the input to P is divided into a statiinput s and a dynami input d, where the former remains �xed aross exeutions whilethe latter is unonstrained. For example, when speializing an interpeter P , the statiinput s is the program being interpreted and the dynami input d is the input to theinterpreted program. Sine the stati input s is �xed, omputations that depend only on sprodue idential outomes in eah of the exeutions. Speialization removes this redundantomputation by speializing P with respet s. The speialized program Ps is obtained byevaluating (some) instrutions that depend on s but not on d and residualizing remaininginstrutions. Exeuting the speialized program Ps on the dynami input then yields the



2.2. OVERVIEW 19desired output, formally Ps(d) = P (s, d).The omputation that is �speialized away� may represent a signi�ant portion ofthe original omputation. For example, when speializing an interpreter P with respet tothe program s being interpreted, the speialized interpreter may omit the entire interpretiveoverhead, produing a ompiled version of s.In pratie, deployment of speialization di�ers from the senario desribed above,either beause programs are rarely exeuted with a part of their input �xed or beause thestati input is tedious to identify. In order to apply speialization to programs that are notreexeuted, pratial speializers identify fragments of the program that are reexeuted withsame (stati) inputs in the ourse of the exeution. (In Tempo [21℄ and DyC [35℄, thesefragments are syntati ode bloks, e.g., proedures and loops.) A given fragment an bespeialized for multiple values of its stati input, in whih ase a run-time dispath seletsthe appropriate speialized version of the fragment (or its original, unspeialized version)eah time the program is about to exeute the fragment. In this �fragment-based� versionof speialization, it helps to distinguish two kinds of stati inputs: arguments, whih arepassed to the fragment by value; and heap inputs, whih are obtained from the heap. Inmany speializers, inluding ours, the dispath mehanism handles the two kinds of inputsdi�erently. It turns out that it is heap input that delivers powerful speialization apableof eliminating safety heks. For example, an array-bounds hek an be speialized awaybeause the array length is a stati input obtained from the heap.Our speializer di�ers from this standard model in two ways. First, we simplify thespeialization proess by relying on fragments that are (dynami) exeution traes rather



2.2. OVERVIEW 20than (stati) syntati ode bloks. Traes are simpler to work with beause they are freeof ontrol �ow merges. Seond, in order to exploit stati input from the heap while keepingthe dispath simple, we optimistially assume that the heap loations used as stati inputsare not modi�ed after speialization. As a result, the dispath needs to examine only thearguments, rather than also heking the heap inputs or relying on external guarantees thatthey are stati. The optimisti assumption is inexpensively veri�ed on the �y, by monitoringstores into the heap loations.The ombination of these two features yields a very simple yet suprisingly powerfulspeializer. The simpliity is the result of online speialization (i.e., speialization withoutbinding-time analysis) [63℄ that is further simpli�ed by speializing traes reated in the spiritof the Dynamo speializer [11℄. At a high level, our proess is to interrupt an exeution at asuitable program point and form a trae by following a hot exeution path. While formingthe trae, we evaluate all statements depending only on the stati arguments of the traeand on stati heap loations. Instrutions that annot be evaluated are emitted to thespeialized trae. The power is gained by the aess to run-time values in the heap, and byoptimistially exploiting heap loations that may eventually be overwritten, whih enablesspeialization that would be illegal or very di�ult to verify if one onservatively requiredinvariane of these loations.We deompose this proess into solving three key problems:
• What is a suitable program point to start a bene�ially speializable trae, and whatare suitable stati arguments to this trae?
• Whih heap loations should be assumed to be onstant?
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• How to detet if the heap loations used as stati inputs have been modi�ed, and ifso, how to invalidate any speialized traes that depend on them?We outline our solutions below. The rest of this setion elaborates.Identifying pro�table speializable traes. To make the problem manage-able, we establish a (mild) restrition that the speialized trae has only one stati argumentinput (it an have an arbitrary number of stati heap inputs). Under this restrition, theproblem boils down to identifying an instrution whose result value would be a suitablestati argument input; this instrution will form the start of the trae. Given the startpoint, the trae is formed by following the exeution; this proess terminates when a bene�tfuntion deides that speializing further appears no longer pro�table, due to the ratio ofinstrutions that are urrently being speialized away (see Setion 2.6).To identify suitable trae start points, we have developed a metri alled in�uenethat estimates the bene�t of speialization when a given instrution would serve as thestati input. In�uene over-approximates the size of the forward dynami slie of the an-didate instrution, whih itself overapproximates the bene�t (see Setion 2.3). The metriis used to identify a few andidate instrutions, whih are then tentatively speialized to alimited degree, and the most promising andidate is seleted as the trae start point. Ourmeasurements show that the in�uene metri is fast enough for a runtime environment.Identifying onstant heap values. We identify loations unlikely to be over-written by means of a form of value pro�le alled a store pro�le. The store pro�le preditswhether a memory address is a likely onstant by remembering (a sample of) addresses writ-ten by the program (see Setion 2.4). We have found this pro�le to be su�iently aurate.
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Figure 2.1: A program to speialize: a simple interpreter (left) and the set of byteodes itis to interpret (right).Sine the store pro�le monitors individual onrete loations, its invariane detetion is gen-erally more preise than a stati analysis working with a heap abstration. Setion 2.4.1further disusses properties of the store pro�le. Thanks to reent advanes in sampling-basedpro�ling, the store pro�le an be olleted with high auray, yet with overheads su�ientlylow for dynami optimizers [8, 17, 24, 39, 52, 66℄.Invalidating optimisti speializations. Sine the speializer annot be surethat the memory loations that it assumes are onstant will not hange, it must ensurethat if these loations are updated, speialized traes that rely on them are invalidated.We detet the invalidation of assumed invariants with write barriers, greatly optimized byrelying on Java's type safety; overhead is generally well under 10%. Invalidation an oureven while the speialized ode is being exeuted. We desribe this system in Setion 2.5.



2.2. OVERVIEW 232.2.2 ExampleIn this setion, we illustrate the speialization proedure with a spei� example.Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show a simpli�ed interpreter before and after speialization. The inter-preter is given an array of byteodes, whih it exeutes in turn, using a program ounter
pc to keep trak of the urrent byteode. We show only two byteode types, ADD, whihadds two values and inrements pc, and BGE, whih ompares two values. During exeution,a light-weight method pro�ler identi�es the interpreter funtion as a hot method, and thespeializer is invoked to assess the method for speialization potential. It runs the in�uenealgorithm, desribed in Setion 2.3, on the funtion and its assoiated dynami exeutioninformation. The algorithm estimates the number of dynami instrutions that will followeah instrution and selets those with the most following instrutions: the assignment to
i, the swith, and the assignment to pc. These andidates are then tentatively speializedto a limited degree to gauge their e�etiveness.The andidate instrution that results in the best optimization opportunties turnsout to be the assignment to pc. (If no andidate instrutions revealed good optimizationopportunities, the speializer would abort at this point.) A hot value pro�le, desribed inSetion 2.7.1, indiates that the hottest values of this instrution are 0 and 2.Based on these hot values of pc, the speializer (i) reates two traes, one for eahof these values, and (ii) a dispather that jumps to the orresponding trae or falls bak tothe original ode as appropriate; see Figure 2.2.We will now walk through the reation of these traes, starting with hot value 0.Given the starting program point p that assigns 0 to pc, the speializer performs standard
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Figure 2.2: The interpreter in its speialized inarnation. The two shaded olumns arespeialized traes, while the diamond on the right is the original ode.onstant propagation starting from p, with a few modi�ations: (i) it assumes pc is a onstantequal to 0; (ii) it unrolls loops where appropriate; (iii) it evaluates load instrutions on theonrete memory state of the program at the time of speialization, queries the store pro�le(detailed in Setion 2.4) to see if the loads are of onstant values, and eliminates them if so.In our example, the onstant propagator proeeds to the next instrution, i =byteodes[p℄. The value of pc is now assumed to be 0, and the store pro�le indiates thatbyteodes[0℄ is onstant, so this load is eliminated (along with its assoiated null hekand bounds hek), and the ontents of the fethed byteode (stored in i) are themselvespropagated further as onstants.The next instrution, the swith, is a branh. The speializer handles branhes intwo ways. If the prediate an be fully evaluated (i.e. all of its terms are onstants known bythe propagator at the time of speialization) then the branh is eliminated and the orret



2.2. OVERVIEW 25path is followed. If not, the speializer uses an edge pro�le to determine the most likelybranh outome, inserting a failsafe hek to the other branh.In our example, sine i is known to be ADD r2,r0,r1, the branh is eliminatedand the speializer proeeds to the ADD basi blok (2). In this blok, several loads and nullheks are eliminated sine i is known. The pointer �eld r is a heap onstant (it alwayspoints to the same array of �registers�), so its array size is inlined and several bounds heksare also eliminated. Furthermore, the store pro�le indiates that r[0℄ (orresponding tothe interpreted program's register r0) is a heap onstant with value 1, and so its load iseliminated as well. In total, the speialized interpreter requires only �ve instrutions andone load to proess this byteode, whereas the unspeialized interpreter took 20 instrutions,inluding seven expliit loads.However, the speializer has made optimisti assumptions via the store pro�leabout the invariane of several heap loations: the interpreter's r �eld, the instrution atbyteode[0℄, and the value at r[0℄. The elimination of their orresponding load instru-tions is safe only until these values are modi�ed; thus the speializer must now monitor themfor updates, as desribed below.The following ADD blok is automatially appended to the trae in a similar fashion,sine the value of pc is known and propagated. Unrolling ould ontinue further, but sinethere is already a trae being developed for the same onstant values, the traes are linkedtogether (3), eliminating the need for further ode generation or an additional dispath onsubsequent exeutions.The seond trae, speialized for pc = 2, begins with a BGE (4). It normally



2.2. OVERVIEW 26would require a jump (as in Figure 2.1) onditioned on the values of two heap loations,but the pro�ler identi�es these loations as onstants. Based on the two onstant values,the onditional evaluates to the false (fall-through) blok, all unneessary instrutions areeliminated, and unrolling ontinues.After speializing an additional ADD instrution, the speializer reahes the BGE atbyteode index 4. It is unable to fully evaluate the prediate, sine r[4℄ is not a onstant.Thus, it onsults an edge pro�le and determines that the true branh (the one that performsthe jump) is most likely to be taken. It turns out that this branh sets pc = 1, and there isalready a speialized blok with the same set of onstant values, so rather than generatingnew ode, the speializer issues a jump linking the two speialized bloks together. Sinethe speializer annot be sure that this branh will atually be taken every time, a failsafejump to the orresponding point in the unspeialized ode is inserted as well (5).At this point, both speialized traes have terminated via trae linking. Traesan also end when too few instrutions are being optimized away, or too many suessivespeulative branh deisions are made to the point that the probability that the ode beinggenerated atually gets exeuted is too low.The speializer must ensure that the assumptions it made about partiular heaploations being invariant hold. Thus, it inserts write barriers at memory store instrutionsindiated by the type system and address information. For instane, to trak an update to
r[0], a write barrier need not be inserted at the store to r[3] in the �rst speialized ADD blok,sine it is guaranteed to write to a di�erent memory loation. This proedure is desribedin detail in Setion 2.5.



2.3. DETERMINING SPECIALIZED REGIONS: INFLUENCE 27Finally, the speialized traes are ompiled down to mahine ode and inserted intothe exeution stream.Implementation. The entire speialization proess runs ompletely indepen-dently from program exeution to exeution. Our dynami speializer is implemented in theJikes RVM Java virtual mahine [30℄. It leverages Jikes's solutions to many ommon issuesinvolved in the general dynami optimization problem, suh as an e�ient sampling-basedpro�ling infrastruture, fast and e�ient ode generation, identi�ation of hot methods, andon-stak replaement of reompiled methods [6, 7, 31℄, so we do not address these issues inthis hapter.2.3 Determining Speialized Regions: In�ueneOur dynami speializer reates a speialized trae by stopping the exeution of afuntion at a dispath instrution i, and then adding subsequent instrutions to the traeuntil an end ondition is met. The length and bene�t of a trae is largely dependent on thedispath instrution, and in this setion we disuss our method for seleted a good one. Theend onditions are desribed in Setion 2.6.A simple algorithm for �nding a good dispath instrution is to simulate the spe-ialization proedure on eah instrution in the funtion without generating any atual ode,and hoose the one that results in the greatest optimization opportunity. In a runtime on-text, this approah is prohibitively ostly for larger funtions, sine the speializer may haveto be run on hundreds of instrutions before seleting just one for whih to generate ode.Thus, our speializer onsiders a small number of andidate instrutions (in our



2.3. DETERMINING SPECIALIZED REGIONS: INFLUENCE 28implementation, �ve), tentatively speializes eah of them to a limited degree, and seletsthe most bene�ial one. If no bene�ial dispath points are found, speialization is aborted.The hallenge arises in designing an e�ient metri that onsistently selets goodandidates for tentative speialization without atually having to speialize them itself.Below, we desribe several simple heuristis we tried that failed to work. We then present abetter tehnique, in�uene, that does work.Exeution frequeny. Instrutions are ordered by a ombination of exeutionfrequeny and hot value onsisteny, the umulative frequeny of their ten most frequentvalues. The idea is that the speialized traes of this metri's highest-ranked instrutionswill be exeuted very frequently. This approah fails beause old instrutions (for instane,outside of a loop) an start bene�ial traes that span multiple loop iterations, whereastraes from hot instrutions inside loops often are limited to a single loop iteration.First-n. Another heuristi that has limited suess is based on the observation thatfuntion arguments or early values omputed from them often make good dispath points.The First-n heurist simply suggests the �rst n instrutions in a breadth-�rst traversal ofthe CFG. However, this heuristi also overlooks suitable instrutions that preede bakedgesfurther down in the CFG. For instane, the p = newp instrution in Figure 2.1 wouldnot be ranked highly by this heuristi, even though it greatly a�ets the exeution of theprogram.Control-�ow domination. Instrutions are ordered by the number of instru-tions in the ontrol-�ow graph they dominate; the idea is that these instrutions at leasthave the potential to a�et many others. This approah is also inaurate beause the



2.3. DETERMINING SPECIALIZED REGIONS: INFLUENCE 29optimal dispath point may dominate very few stati instrutions. For instane, loop vari-able updates (e.g. i++) an be good speialization andidates, enabling loop unrolling, butgenerally are not dominators.All of these heuristis are �brittle� in the sense that they only �nd good dispathpoints if they are provided with funtions with a partiular stati ontrol �ow struture,while a dispath point's true bene�t seems to be more robustly tied to its funtion's dynamiexeution behavior.Our solution: In�uene. This brittleness led us to reast the problem in termsof approximating a forward dynami slie. Given an instrution i and a value v, the forwarddynami slie is the set of dynami instrutions a�eted when the value omputed by i is v;see Tip [74℄ for a good summary.The motivation behind using slies is that instrutions that ontribute to v's spe-ialized trae's bene�t are neessarily from i's forward dynami slie. Thus, omputing aforward dynami slie for eah of an instrution's hot values yields an over-approximationof the potential bene�t of speializing on that instrution.However, omputing a dynami slie is very ostly; even the most e�ient algo-rithms require extensive preproessing [77℄, a luxury we annot a�ord in a purely runtimeenvironment. Thus we make a key simplifying assumption: we approximate the slie in adata-independent fashion by inluding all of the instrutions in the CFG that dynamiallyfollow instrution i. Thus, we simply need to ompute the number of dynami instrutionsthat follow i.Formally, we utilize a funtion f 's ontrol-�ow graph and dynami basi blok and
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10Figure 2.3: In�uene numbers for a sample ontrol �ow graph. The number to the left ofeah blok is its dynami exeution ount, and the number inside is the in�uene.edge exeution ounts. These two items indue a (possibly in�nite) set of exeution traesof the funtion, where a trae is a sequene of edges e1e2...en from the start of the funtionto the end. Let count(x) be the dynami exeution ount of graph omponent x. Assumingindependene of branh outomes, eah trae t an be assigned a probability of ourrene,by taking the produt of the probabilities of its branh hoies:
occurrence(t) ≡ t is followed on an exeution of f (2.1)

Pr[occurrence(t)] =
∏edge e=(m,n)∈t

count(e)

count(m)
(2.2)Together, the traes and their probabilities onstitute f 's expeted exeution set, or EES,ditated by the pro�le.We de�ne the in�uene of an instrution i with respet to a partiular trae t as
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Pr[reach(m, s)] =

∑edge e=(m,n)

count(e)

count(m)
·



















1 if n = s

Pr[reach(n, s)] otherwise (2.5)
E[len(m)] = 1 +

∑edge e=(m,n)

count(e)

count(m)
E[len(n)] (2.6)

influence(i) = Pr[reach(start, i)] · E[len(i)] (2.7)Figure 2.4: Equations for omputing the in�uene of an instrution i as the solution of twosystems of linear equations. start is the funtion's entry instrution.the length of the subtrae from the �rst ourrene of i along t until the end of the trae:
influencet(i) ≡ length(ek ...en) (2.3)where ek is the edge from the �rst ourene of i.The overall in�uene of i is the expeted length of this path over all traes, om-puted as the in�uene per trae, weighted by eah trae's probability of ourring:

influence(i) ≡
∑

t∈EES

Pr[occurrence(t)] · influencet(i) (2.4)See Figure 2.3 for a sample in�uene omputation. The in�uene of 30 for B means thatan average of 30 instrutions follow the �rst exeution of B on a given funtion invoation.Note that the in�uene of instrution C is nearly as great as that of B, even though it isexeuted on only 40% of loop iterations. This is beause it a�ets all instrutions after the�rst time it is exeuted � a property that we were unable to apture with other heuristis.Unfortunately, the existene of loops in ontrol �ow graphs makes a omputation
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E[num(m)] =

count(m)

count(start)
(2.8)

E[slen(m, s)] = 1 +
∑edge e=(m,n)

count(e)

count(m)
·



















0 if n = s

E[slen(n, s)] otherwise (2.9)
influence(i) = E[num(i)] ·E[slen(i, i)] (2.10)Figure 2.5: Alternative equations for omputing the in�uene of an instrution i as thesolution to a single system of linear equations. start is the funtion's entry instrution.of in�uene from Equation 2.4 infeasible beause the EES an be in�nite in size.Instead, we an reast the in�uene of i as the ombination of two problems (Equa-tion 2.7, Figure 2.4): the probability of ever reahing i during an invoation of f (reach,de�ned in Equation 2.5), and the expeted length from i to the end of the funtion one i isreahed (len, de�ned in Equation 2.6). Both are reursive de�nitions that produe systemsof linear equations.We use dynami exeution ount data to simplify the problem further. We solvejust one system of linear equations, by diretly omputing the expeted number of times i isexeuted per invoation of f (num, de�ned in Equation 2.8). We an then view eah traeas a series of shorter paths from an instane of i to the immediately next instane, or (in thease of the last short path) to the end of the funtion, and de�ne a system of equations toompute the expeted length of suh a path (slen, de�ned in Equation 2.9). The in�ueneof i is the produt of these two expetations (Equation 2.10).



2.3. DETERMINING SPECIALIZED REGIONS: INFLUENCE 33The systems of equations in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 an be solved via Ramalingam'sdata �ow frequeny analysis framework [61℄. Ramalingam ites a number of algorithms forsolving suh systems on a reduible ontrol �ow graph in almost-linear time. For instane,a simpli�ed version of Tarjan's algorithm [73℄ runs in O(e log v) time, and the Allen-Cokeinterval analysis algorithm [3℄ runs in linear time on graphs with a bounded loop nestingdepth. We also present a truly linear time algorithm for solving in�uene on a reduibleontrol �ow graph in Setion 2.3.1.Our implementation of in�uene operates on Java byteodes. While Java programsmust result in byteodes that represent reduible ontrol �ow graphs, it is possible to on-strut irreduible graphs with arbitrary Java byteodes (perhaps with a ompiler for anotherlanguage that outputs Java byteodes), sine there is a goto byteode. Our implementationsupports reduible ontrol �ow graphs only.Figure 2.7 ompares in�uene against the other heuristis mentioned above on theatual Java programs desribed in Figure 2.6. Eah of the other metris suessfully rankedthe optimal speialization point highly for several programs, but failed on the rest of theprograms. In�uene appeared to sueed at identifying good dispath instrutions bothaurately and onsistently.
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Benhmark Desription Input(s)onvolve Transforms an image with a matrix; from the ImageJ toolkit various images, �xed matrix (onv-VI)�xed image, various matries (onv-FI)dotprodut Converted from C version used in DyC [35℄ sparse onstant vetor: 75% zerosinterpreter Interprets simple byteodes bubblesort byteodes (i-sort)binary searh byteodes (i-searh)jsheme Interprets Sheme ode partial evaluatorquery Performs a database query; onverted from DyC semi-invariant querysim8085 Intel 8085 Miroproessor simulator inluded sample programem3d Eletromagneti wave propagation (intentionally unspeializable) -n 10000 -d 100Figure 2.6: Desription of benhmarks and their inputs.



2.3. DETERMINING SPECIALIZED REGIONS: INFLUENCE 35Benhmark Total ExeFr Dom First-n Infonv-VI 39 34 1 1 1onv-FI 39 33 2 2 2dotprodut 8 5 1 1 1i-sort 52 3 46 52 4i-searh 52 3 46 52 4jsheme 29 26 1 1 1query 20 12 1 1 1sim8085 86 3 31 21 5Figure 2.7: Rank (1 is best) of the most bene�ial instrution in the prinipal funtion ofvarious benhmarks aording to several ordering heuristis. Total is the total number ofandidate instrutions for eah prinipal funtion.2.3.1 Linear-time In�uene AlgorithmIn this setion, we present an algorithm for omputing the in�uene of an instru-tion n that is linear in the number of instrutions bloks in the graph. We exploit the fatthat the graph is reduible to preompute losed-form summaries of the needed expetationproperties for loops.Reall that the in�uene is the expeted path length from the �rst ourrene of
n to the end of the funtion. If the ontrol �ow graph is ayli, it is easy to ompute thein�uene of n via depth-�rst searh, as there are a �nite number of paths.If we allow loops, but require that n is not in a loop itself, we an ompute in�uenein the following manner. Assume that we have a way to ompute the expeted path length,
l, from the beginning of a loop until it is exited (we desribe suh a way below). Then, sine
n is not in a loop, we an replae eah loop in the graph by a summary node of �length� l,and ompute in�uene the ayli way.The di�ulty arises if n is in a loop. Consider a standalone loop, as in Figure 2.8.The loop an have arbitrary branhes and so on inside it, as long as it does not have any
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e

n

p

s

oFigure 2.8: A loop. The dotted edges represent arbitrary ayli ontrol �ow.inner loops. (We will disuss nested loops further below.)If n is in a loop, we an reformulate the expeted path length from n to the end ofthe loop as the probability that the loop is reahed in a given funtion invoation, times theprobability of ever getting to n from the start of the loop, F (n), times the expeted pathlength from n to the end of the loop, L(n). (The expeted path length through the rest ofthe funtion is omputed as normal.)
influence(n) =

count(p)

count(start)
F (n)L(n) (2.11)where start is the �rst instrution of the funtion.To ompute F (n) and L(n), we �rst need to desribe some properties of the loop.See Figure 2.8 for a sample loop. s is the loop's entry node, and e is the loop's exit node.b. Probability of taking the bakedge. Simply count(backedge)

count(e) .l. Expeted length of a loop iteration, from s to s. Can be omputed by DFS sineall paths within the loop are ayli.f(n). Probability of reahing n from s on one arbitrary loop iteration (i.e. without



2.3. DETERMINING SPECIALIZED REGIONS: INFLUENCE 37reahing s again). Computed like l above.r(n). Expeted length of an ayli path from n to o. Computed like l above.Computing F (n)How an exeution go from s to n? It an go diretly on the �rst iteration of theloop, or miss n and hit it on the seond iteration, or miss it again and hit it on the thirditeration, and so on. Formally,
F (n) =

∞
∑

i=0

((1 − f(n))b)i · f(n) (2.12)Eah (1−f(n))b represents a loop iteration that missed n, and the �nal f(n) is there beauseeventually a suessful path to n must be taken. The losed form of ∑

∞

i=0 ri when r < 1 (as
b must be) is 1

1−r
, so we have

F (n) =
f(n)

1 − (1 − f(n))b
(2.13)Computing L(n)The expeted length of a (yli) path from n to o is the expeted length of theayli path from n to o, r(n), plus the probability of doing one additional loop beforeexiting times the expeted length of the loop, plus the probability of doing two additionalloops before exiting times twie the expeted length of the loop, et.

L(n) = r(n) + (1 − b)
∞
∑

i=0

ilbi (2.14)The (1 − b) fator is needed beause eventually the exit edge from e to o must be taken.
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Figure 2.9: Nested loops. The inner loop variables have been primed.The losed form of x =
∑

∞

i=0 iri when r < 1 is r
(1−r)2

. Thus we have
L(n) = r(n) +

lb

1 − b
(2.15)With these losed forms, we an ompute the in�uene of any node in a loop relativeto the rest of the loop in linear time.Handling Nested LoopsConsider a properly formed nested loop, as in Figure 2.9. The variables in the innerloop have been primed, and we prime assoiated loop properties as well (e.g. the probabilityof taking the inner bakedge is b′). We assume that these properties have already beenomputed.Computing the in�uene of nodes that are in the outer loop but not in the innerone is straightforward: we an just replae the inner loop by a summary node with lengthof the expeted path length through the loop. This number is idential to omputing L(n)



2.3. DETERMINING SPECIALIZED REGIONS: INFLUENCE 39from the top of the loop � one pass through the loop plus the hane of doing anotheriteration times its length, et.:
l′ + (1 − b′)

∞
∑

i=0

il′b′i (2.16)
= l′ +

l′b′

1 − b′
(2.17)

=
l′

1 − b′
(2.18)Thus this value is exatly equal to F (s′)L(s′),

F (s′)L(s′) =
f(s′)

1 − (1 − f(s′))b′
(r(s′) +

l′b′

1 − b′
) (2.19)

=
1

1
(l′ +

l′b′

1 − b′
) (2.20)

=
l′

1 − b′
(2.21)whih is to be expeted, sine F (s′)L(s′) omputes the same value: the expeted path lengthof one omplete exeution of the inner loop.To expand the in�uene omputation of nodes in the inner loop to the outer loop,we use the loop properties of the inner loop that we have already omputed.Spei�ally, to ompute the in�uene of the node n in the inner loop, we determinethe needed variables:b. The bakedge weight from e to s, as normal.l. Also omputed normally for the outer loop, using the summary node for theinner loop.f(n). Probability of reahing n from p. This is just f(s′)F ′(n): the probability ofgetting to s′ from p times the probability of ever reahing n from s′.



2.4. IDENTIFYING HEAP CONSTANTS: THE STORE PROFILE 40r(n). Expeted length of an ayli path from n to o. This is L′(n) + r(o′): theexpeted length of the path from n to o′ plus the expeted length of the path from o′ to o.Note again that, given our old ahed values from the inner loop, these new valuesare omputed in linear time using only the nodes in the outer loop. We then apply thesevalues to the losed-form in�uene equation above for the outer loop. We keep expandingoutward in this fashion, and sine the same node is never visited twie, the algorithm islinear in the size of the graph.2.4 Identifying Heap Constants: The Store Pro�leLoads from memory an be safely removed if the speializer knows that the valuesat those memory loations will not hange throughout the rest of the program exeution.Alternatively, the speializer an employ the more aggressive strategy of assuming thatertain loations will remain onstant. This strategy, whih our speializer employs, unoversmore onstants, those for whih the guarantee of invariane is impossible or very di�ultto aquire. However, if suh an optimisti assumption turns out to be false � an assumedonstant memory loation is atually updated later in the exeution � any optimizationsthat depend on it must be invalidated. Thus, sine the ost of an inorret assumption ishigh, a tehnique for making aurate optimisti guesses, guesses that are most often right,is needed.We have designed the store pro�le to make suh guesses. Ideally, it would determine
const(a): will address a be updated in the remainder of exeution?While a number of stati analyses [5, 46℄ an onservatively approximate this prediate, our



2.4. IDENTIFYING HEAP CONSTANTS: THE STORE PROFILE 41dynami speializer requires as e�ient a tehnique as possible, and also we would like it toexploit as many onstants as possible, even those that may not reveal themselves to a statianalysis. Thus, we use the past behavior of the program, from the start of exeution untilspeialization time, as a guide to future exeution. We simply assume that if a loation hasbeen onstant, it will remain onstant. This approximation of const(a) is e�ient but notonservative:
var(a): has a been written to more than one?If var(a) holds, then a is assumed to remain variant for the rest of the exeution; if not,then a has only been initialized and we optimistially onsider it onstant.Monitoring every store is too expensive; hene, our speializer employs sampling-based pro�ling, desribed in greater detail in Setion 2.7.1, in whih only one out of every1000 or so stores is monitored. The pro�le thus evaluates the following prediate, whihapproximates var(a).

w(a): does a random sample of observed stores ontain a store to address a?If so, then a has almost ertainly not been onstant, sine it must have been updatedenough to be deteted by the pro�ler. Furthermore, rarely written loations are likely tobe identi�ed as onstants, whih an allow for bene�ial speializations until the next timethey are updated.Implementation. The store pro�le reords the addresses of all sampled memoryupdates in a hash table. The sampling interval is 1000. Sine the pro�ler traks the exataddresses of store instrutions, it is able to identify onstants as small as individual objet�elds or array elements.



2.4. IDENTIFYING HEAP CONSTANTS: THE STORE PROFILE 42Overhead. The time and spae overheads of the store pro�le are generally under5%; more numbers and a disussion are presented in Setion 2.7.1.Evaluation of auray. The store pro�le's auray an be assessed by mea-suring the fration of memory loations it laims are onstant that atually remain onstantfor the duration of the program exeution.Divide a program's exeution into two phases: Phase 1, before the speializer isinvoked, and Phase 2, afterwards. Let L be the set of all memory loations read by theprogram in Phase 1. L is an upper bound on the number of possible onstants the speializerould infer, sine it is a superset of all the onrete addresses the speializer ould haveidenti�ed.Let Sw be the set of loations deteted as written to by the store pro�le in Phase1. Cw := L−Sw, then, is the set of memory loations the store pro�le reported as onstant.Let W be the set of all loations written to in Phase 2. C := L − W is then theset of loations known in Phase 1 that atually were onstant from speialization onward.We formally de�ne the auray of the store pro�le as |C ∩Cw|/|Cw|: the frationof laimed onstants that really were never modi�ed by the end of the program.1We instrumented 12 Java programs to ompute this value. The mean auray was95.6%, indiating that (1) loations that start out onstant overwhelmingly tend to remainonstant, and (2) variable loations tend to be updated frequently enough to be observedby the pro�ler. These observations provide a reasonable basis to employ the store pro�le,as few invalidations should our as a result of its preditions.
1Note that some of the loations that were updated may have remained onstants, if the updatesdid not hange the atual value at those loations; this is known as the silent store phenomenon [49℄.



2.4. IDENTIFYING HEAP CONSTANTS: THE STORE PROFILE 432.4.1 Bene�ts of Heap Pro�lingThis dynami store pro�le, in addition to being very simple to implement, alsoenables more powerful speializations than existing hybrid approahes to heap onstant de-tetion. It does not require programmer understanding of a program's heap data strutures,it is not suseptible to unsound programmer mistakes, and it an detet onstants in library,dynamially-loaded, or otherwise unannotatable ode. Furthermore, it exposes a new lassof onstants to speialization. Consider the three lasses of onstants below.1. Compile-time onstants: their values an be determined statially.2. Run-time onstants: they are known at ompile-time to be onstant, but their valuesan only be determined at run-time.3. Transient onstants: they are only onstant for partiular program inputs or intervalsof exeution.Compile-time onstants an be optimized by normal stati ompilers. Run-timeonstants inlude, for instane, the byteodes fed to an interpreter: data that we know willnot hange, but whose values we an only aess at run-time. This lass of onstants providesthe most ommon optimization opportunities for urrent speializers: during their o�-linephase, they annotate these onstants and speialize with respet to them at run-time.Transient onstants inlude nodes in a semi-invariant data struture, or memoryloations that are only onstant depending on the program's input � those that stati analysisor annotation would not identify as onstant. A typial example is the memory regionassoiated with an interpreted program. It may ontain onstants, but whether they exist



2.4. IDENTIFYING HEAP CONSTANTS: THE STORE PROFILE 44and where they are is naturally dependent on the partiular program being interpreted. Thislass of onstants is espeially di�ult to pinpoint via stati annotations of the interpreter,whether produed by a programmer or a tool, sine neither generally has aess to eahpartiular interpreted program. Identifying these onstants enables the interpreted programto be speialized, not just the interpreter.Another example is a database query proessor. In the �gure below, it iteratesover the boolean prediates in a query, applying them in turn to eah item in a dataset.publi boolean Satisfies(Prediate p) {swith(p.onditionType) {ase LT:if (p.LHS.resolvedVal <= p.RHS.resolvedVal)...}}Many database queries are prepared, in the sense that the prediate operands are �xed, butsome of the atual values are repeatedly modi�ed as the query is submitted over and over tothe database2. Thus while muh of the query data struture is onstant from query to query,portions of it are updated during exeution, so the struture is only partially invariant: somePrediates are onstant while others are not. However, Satisfies an still be speializedwith respet to the onstant Prediates in the query, resulting in fewer loads when invokedon them.Stati annotation approahes are unable to apitalize on this opportunity. A lass-based soure ode annotation, in whih the Prediate LHS �eld is marked run-time onstant,would fail sine some variable Prediates update their LHS �eld. Similarly, an expression-
2This tehnique is generally employed for seurity (maliious users annot alter the struture ofthe query) and e�ieny (the query does not need to be re-parsed eah time).



2.5. MAINTAINING SOUNDNESS: INVALIDATION 45based annotation, in whih p.LHS.resolvedVal is marked onstant, would also fail sinesome of the Prediates passed to Satisfies are not onstant.In ontrast, a dynami invariane detetor, whih monitors the invariane of on-rete memory loations, �nds all three types of onstants. Thus, just those Prediatesthat are onstant an be identi�ed, and Satisfies speialized on them. Furthermore, thelak of abstration makes individual �elds or array elements distinguishable: loads from theindividual onstant �elds of modi�ed Prediates an also be eliminated.2.5 Maintaining Soundness: InvalidationRuntime exeution pro�les are no guarantee of future behavior; if a memory loa-tion that the store pro�le laims is onstant gets updated, any speialized traes that dependon it must be be invalidated. Thus, a sound tehnique is needed for (1) deteting updates topartiular memory loations and (2) invalidating the orresponding speializations, ensuringthat ontrol �ow is safely returned to their unspeialized versions. We disuss our solutionto these two requirements below, and then desribe some alternative detetion strategies.2.5.1 Deteting Updates To Assumed InvariantsDuring speialization, the speializer aumulates a list of the memory loationsit has assumed are invariant, as well as their types. The update detetor must use thisinformation to monitor all of these memory loations for updates.Our solution is simple: to insert write barriers in front of all stores in the programthat might update any of these loations. In a naive implementation, the update detetor



2.5. MAINTAINING SOUNDNESS: INVALIDATION 46iterates over all stores in the program and inserts a hek at eah store to test the addressto whih it is storing against the set of loations to be monitored. If the address mathesone of these loations, an invalidation is triggered for all the speialized traes that assumethat loation is onstant.Naturally, this approah an have a prohibitive overhead if are is not taken. Ourimplementation attempts to be e�ient in two respets:Reduing the number of inserted write barriers. Unlike C's, Java's typesystem is preise enough to eliminate write barriers for many stores.Say a memory loation to be monitored, l, orresponds to �eld foo of objetlass Bar. If foo was delared in a parent lass Baz, only writes to a �eld named foo inobjet referenes that are statially sublasses of Baz need to have write barriers inserted3.Similarly, for arrays, if l is a member of a short[℄ array, only stores to short[℄ arrays needto be heked. Also, stores in onstrutor methods that write to this an be ignored, sinethey are neessarily storing to newly alloated objets.Of partiular onern is the insertion of write barriers into speialized ode. Thisode is known to be very hot, and inserting too many write barriers an ause debilitatingoverheads. Lukily, the exat addresses of most stores in speialized ode are known throughonstant propagation. In these ases, we an ompare these addresses diretly to the setof loations to monitor at speialization time and nearly always rule out the orrespondingstores. If array indies are not known, array base addresses an be ompared to eliminatebarriers for stores to arrays that have no monitored elements.
3It is also possible to store to arbitrary objets via re�etion. We handle this exeptional aseby expliitly modifying the java.lang.refletmethods in the VM to notify the speializer of anystores.



2.5. MAINTAINING SOUNDNESS: INVALIDATION 47Benhmark Constant Barriers Steady-Memory Inserted StateLoations Overheadonv-VI 153 72 9%onv-FI 9 5 3%dotprodut 102 5 -1%i-sort 50 14 6%i-searh 58 10 1%jsheme 482 4 3%query 84 21 2%sim8085 25 8 12%Figure 2.10: Invalidation detetion information and overhead. The steady-state overheadompares the a speialized program with invalidation detetion against the equivalent spe-ialized program without it.To redue the ost of looking through every ompiled method for stores, duringmethod ompilation the system notes the objet types and �eld names to whih eah methodstores. This information is onsulted during write barrier insertion to yield a list of just themethods that need to have barriers inserted. Inserting write barriers into methods thathave not yet been ompiled by the VM (e.g. have not yet been invoked by the program)is deferred until those methods are ompiled for the �rst time. This allows us to avoidreompiling most of the Java lass libraries.See Figure 2.10 for a table of the number of write barriers that had to be insertedin the benhmarks presented in this hapter.Reduing the ost of exeuting the write barriers.Our write barrier implementation inserts a hash table lookup before a store thatidenti�es if the address to be modi�ed points to any of the loations that the speializerassumes are invariant.By itself, this lookup requires several arithmeti omputations and memory loads,



2.5. MAINTAINING SOUNDNESS: INVALIDATION 48and an interfere with ahe loality. In pratie, we found that the barrier overhead wastoo great. Thus, the speializer employs a bit in the �eld's enlosing objet's header as a�rst pass to weed out stores to objets that have no invariant �elds. An objet's bit is setby the speializer when it makes the assumption that a �eld in that objet is invariant. Ifthe �eld is stati, the bit is set in its orresponding Class objet. On writes to that �eld,the bit of the enlosing objet (or the Class objet, if the �eld is stati) is tested and onlyif it is set the hash table lookup is performed. (The lookup is still neessary beause it ispossible that the �eld being updated is not invariant, even though the enlosing objet'sheader bit is set, beause the objet happens to ontain another �eld that has been �aggedas invariant.)To minimize overhead on array element updates, the speializer reates a bitmasksummary of the assumed-invariant array indies, as in the Didue system [38℄, and insertsode to hek the array index to be updated against this mask before exeuting the lookup.The Didue masking proedure is onservative, so if the updated index does not maththe mask, it annot write to any invariant addresses, and the hash table lookup an beavoided. For a partiular array element update, if the base address of the array is known,the speializer onstruts a bitmask ontaining only the invariant indies of that array; ifnot, the bitmask is onstruted from the invariant element indies of all arrays of the giventype. See Figure 2.10 for performane numbers. The detetion mehanism exeuted withsteady-state overheads of under 15%. Sine this overhead is only inurred on programs thatare atually speialized, and the speedup of speialized programs tends to be dramatially



2.5. MAINTAINING SOUNDNESS: INVALIDATION 49larger, as shown in Setion 2.7, we feel that it is suitable for a runtime environment.2.5.2 Performing InvalidationOne a memory loation that a speialized trae assumes is invariant has beenupdated, that trae must be invalidated and disarded. If the trae is not on the exeutionstak when suh an update ours, it is easy to invalidate: the speializer assigns eahtrae its own boolean variable isInvalidated, whih is set to true upon invalidation. Thetrae's dispath is designed to hek if it has been invalidated every time before invoking it,and if so to revert ontrol to the unspeialized ode. This tehnique does not require anyreompilation upon invalidation, and has negligible overhead.However, di�ulty arises if the trae is already on the stak at the time an errantwrite is deteted. Control must revert to unspeialized ode when the trae resumes exe-uting, regardless of where in the trae exeution happens to be. We are not aware of anymehanisms in existing speialization systems that handles this ase.Our solution is relatively straightforward. During speialization, the speializeridenti�es all the instrutions in the trae that ould lead to an invalidation. It then ensuresthat these points are synhronized with the orresponding points in the unspeialized odeso that ontrol an immediately resume at the orresponding unspeialized points in a soundfashion if invalidation does our. Finally, the speializer inserts onditional jumps at all ofthese points to hek for invalidation; these jumps are idential to the hek inserted at thebeginning of the dispath.The only instrutions that an invalidate a speialization are stores that require



2.5. MAINTAINING SOUNDNESS: INVALIDATION 50write barriers (as determined by the write barrier insertion method desribed above), allsto other funtions (whih might have suh stores), and ompiler-inserted yield points (whihmight ause a ontext-swith). Thus, the speializer only inserts isInvalidated heksafter these instrutions.Synhronization of speialized and unspeialized ode is simple, as the speial-izer already uses the same registers where appropriate. (Sine most register variables areonstant-folded in a speialized trae, this tehnique generally adds little register pressure.)Basi bloks are split as neessary to ensure that jumps an be made after potentially in-validating instrutions.This invalidation proedure has several bene�ts: it ensures soundness by imme-diately transferring ontrol to unspeialized ode, it is easy to implement, and it does notrequire reompiling a speialized method upon invalidation.2.5.3 Alternative Detetion StrategiesBelow we disuss a number of other potential detetion tehniques.Dispath detetion. The simplest way to hek for invalidation is to insert atest at the beginning of a speialized trae that ompares the atual ontents of the trae'sassumed onstant loations to the expeted ontents. This approah is suited for when thespeialized region enompasses a CPU-intensive, memory-light omputation. Consider afuntionpubli BigInt[℄ Fator(BigInt num) { ... }



2.5. MAINTAINING SOUNDNESS: INVALIDATION 51dispathed on num, in whih the omputation might be very expensive but the data tohek (the loations orresponding to a BigInt, perhaps several words) an be veri�ed veryquikly. This tehnique is akin to simple ahing.GC-based detetion. Copying olletors are already good at moving objetsaround in memory. If one is being used, the speializer an tell it to move objets ontainingassumed onstant �elds to speial read-only pages, so that any writes to them will issuea page fault that an be trapped. This approah is very e�ient for deteting writes toassumed onstants, but there is the aveat that writes to other, perfetly mutable �elds ofthe seleted objets will trigger page faults as well. Thus it should be employed if the storepro�le indiates that these other �elds are written to infrequently, or if there are only a fewof them. Mondrian hardware support. Withel et al. [75℄ have introdued Mondrianmemory protetion, a �ne-grained memory protetion sheme that relies on hardware sup-port. In this sheme, permissions are granted to memory segments as small as individualwords. Using it, the speializer an grant read-only permissions to assumed onstant mem-ory loations. Whenever these memory loations are written, the memory protetion shemetraps to software that an perform invalidation. An upper bound on Mondrian overheadis 9%, when every objet in memory is proteted; in pratie, the number of objets thatneed to be proteted is small (see Figure 2.10), so we estimate runtime overhead to be lessthan 5%. Transmeta already employs similar (albeit more restrited) �ne-grained memoryprotetion in its Crusoe proessor [26℄.



2.6. TRACE CREATION 522.6 Trae CreationIn this setion, we desribe the mehanisms used to reate speialized traes, aswell as some key implementation details.Assume we have identi�ed a suitable dispath point instrution i and one of its hotvalues v, for instane the assignment of the value 2 to pc in Figure 2.1. The speializationproedure reates a speialized trae starting from i, with the assumption that i resultedin v. The proedure uses a simple bene�t analysis, presented in detail in Setion 2.6.1, toidentify when to end the trae; the relevant values are the net bene�t of a trae, the estimatedtotal number of runtime yles it will save, and the instantaneous bene�t, an estimate ofthe bene�t that will arue from growing the trae further. We present synhronous andasynhronous variants of the speialization proedure.Synhronous version. The synhronous speialization proedure adapts Dynamo-style trae reation [11℄. Dynamo is a transparent dynami optimization system that beginsexeution by interpreting a program. Counters are kept at loop headers, and when exeu-tion reahes a hot-enough loop header, the system starts generating optimized straight-lineode alongside the ode it is interpreting, stopping at a bakedge. The next time exeutionreahes this partiular point, the optimized trae is natively exeuted instead.This model suggests a natural way to onstrut speialized traes. Traes arereated synhronously over suessive exeutions of the dispath point. The synhronousspeialization proedure is quite simple: it interepts exeution when the dispath point iis reahed; assume that i assigns v to the variable x. Like Dynamo, it then interprets thefollowing ode, reating a trae along the way. Forward branhes whose onditionals are



2.6. TRACE CREATION 53onstant are eliminated. Those that are not runtime onstant assuming x = v are evaluatedbased on the urrent exeution state, but a fall-bak jump to unoptimized ode is insertedin ase the outome is di�erent in a future exeution of the trae.This trae reation proedure di�ers from Dynamo's in the following respets.Traes an begin at any given program point, not just at loop headers. Constant propaga-tion is seeded with the initial hot value, and also utilizes pro�le-inferred onstant loationsin memory. Loop bakedges (bakward branhes) are followed and further iterations areunrolled, so that eah loop iteration is speialized.A speialized trae is terminated in one of two ways: (1) if the trae's urrentprogram point and propagated onstants math the beginning of another trae, they arelinked together: a diret jump to the other trae is issued; (2) if the instantaneous bene�tfalls below a threshold, usually beause onstant propagation beomes too intermittent,ontrol is returned to the unoptimized ode.Lastly, unlike Dynamo, the speializer generates multiple traes at a dispath point,one for eah of its hot values. When a dispath point is identi�ed, a stub dispather is insertedthat transfers ontrol over to the trae generator if any of the hot values is deteted. Whena new trae is generated, the dispather is modi�ed to jump diretly to it when its hot valueis seen again. A future time around, another hot value may be deteted and another traegenerated.Asynhronous version. Due to infrastruture onstraints, we implemented anasynhronous version of the speialization proedure that di�ers from the synhronous ap-proah in (1) when it reates the di�erent traes, and (2) how it resolves non-onstant



2.6. TRACE CREATION 54branhes.Given a dispath point and a set of hot values, the asynhronous speializer inter-rupts exeution and reates traes for all of the hosen hot values at the same time. Traelinking ours at the basi blok level, and aross hot value traes, reduing speializationtime and ode size. If a speialized version of basi blok b1 has a jump to b2, and thereexists a speialized version of b2 with the appropriate initial set of onstants, a diret jumpfrom b1 to b2 is issued, even if b2 is not at the start of a trae.The speializer still eliminates onditional jumps that are fully resolvable. Forthose that are not, it uses an edge pro�le to predit the most likely branh target andontinues trae onstrution from there.Additional bene�t asribed to this trae from further speialization is saled by theprobability that an atual exeution will take the predited branh. For instane, if a branh
b has two targets, t1 and t2, and jumps to t1 60% of the time, speialization will ontinueat t1 (after inserting a fall-through jump to t2), but all further bene�t will be saled by
.6. Thus the bene�t funtion does not simply sum the number of optimized instrutions;instead, the bene�t arued by eah optimized instrution is multiplied by the urrent salefator before being added. At low sale fators, even suessful optimizations will aruelittle bene�t, sine the hane of exeution is low. Thus trae termination by the standardbene�t riterion an result.To avoid unrolling preditable yet unspeializable loops (suh as those that performalulations unin�uened by the dispath instrution), the speializer monitors the bene�tarued in eah loop iteration. It stops unrolling and ontinues speializing beyond the loop



2.6. TRACE CREATION 55if the antiipated bene�t falls below a spei�ed threshold.2.6.1 DetailsBene�t funtion. We use a simple ost/bene�t heuristi to help determine whihdispath points to selet from likely andidates, and when to stop speializing a partiulartrae. We have not studied this heuristi in detail, and employ it primarily beause it issimple and works well; further analysis and re�nement is future work. A number of otherspeializers, suh as Calpa [54℄ and Suganuma et al. [71℄, have employed more sophistiatedheuristis.Consider a trae t of a hot value v, at a dispath point i. Its pure bene�t, Pure(t),is an estimate of the number of dynami yles it will save, using past exeution frequeniesto guess at the future.
Pure(t) = (C + wE) ∗ count(v)

C is the number of inexpensive instrutions, suh as ALU operations, and E is the numberof expensive operations, like loads and bounds heks, that have been optimized away, and
w is a onstant weighting fator to aount for the fat that these latter instrutions takelonger to exeute. count(v) is the pro�led exeution ount of hot value h, and is an estimateof the number of times this trae will run in the future. Preditive branhing modi�es thisformula slightly, as explained above.The net bene�t of a trae, Net(t), is its pure bene�t minus the ost of reompilation(one a trae is reated, it must still be ompiled down to mahine ode), invalidation, anddispathing:
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Net(t) = Pure(t) − R ∗ length(t) − I(t) − count(p)

R is a onstant reompilation fator, I(t) is a funtion of the number of invariant memoryloations that must be monitored, and count(p) aounts for the ost of a dispath: aninstrution that must be exeuted every time the dispath point is reahed. The net bene�tof a dispath point is the sum of the net bene�ts of its traes.When reating a speialized trae, we would like to know how well the proedureis urrently doing, to help deide when to stop speializing. Given a window of n previousinstrutions in the optimized trae, we de�ne the instantaneous bene�t, I, as
I = ((Cn + wEn) ∗ count(v))/n − Rwhere Xn is in the number of X instrutions in the last n. The instantaneous bene�t is aquik estimate of the urrent average bene�t we are reeiving per instrution. In pratie,we use n = 100.Dispather reation. In our urrent implementation, a dispather onsists ofa series of if-else bloks, testing in turn for eah of the hot values at the dispath point,and jumping to the orresponding speialized trae if its hot value is found. These bloksare ordered in the dispather by the predited frequeny of ourrene of eah of their hotvalues. Sine our speializer tends to �nd only the �rst handful of hot values (nearly alwaysfewer than 10) worthy of speialization, this simple approah seems to work well.Algorithm disussion. The speialization algorithm has the bene�t of beingrelatively easy to implement: there are no heavy-duty analyses, and all optimizations areperformed in one forward pass. Furthermore, the speialization proess, unfettered by a



2.7. EVALUATION 57�xed-size speialized region, an produe traes of di�erent lengths for di�erent hot values,terminating eah when it individually stops being bene�ial.The algorithm reates dispath points that are polyvariantly speialized : they havedi�erent speialized traes for di�erent hot values. However, for simpliity, it does not sup-port polyvariant division, in whih a single speialized trae an be reated and dispathedwith respet to multiple values. DyC and other systems have shown supporting suh a di-vision to be useful in some ases [34℄. We have implemented a simple extension that anspeialize on multiple variables x, y, z... as long as all but one are run-time onstant. Thisextension works well in some ases but annot, for instane, produe one trae for x = 3and y = 4, and another for x = 5 and y = 6, sine both of these variables are not run-timeonstant. Extending our speialization algorithm to more fully support polyvariant divisionis future work.2.7 EvaluationMethodology. The speializer presented in this hapter was implemented inthe Jikes RVM 2.3.0.1 Java virtual mahine. Measurements were taken on a Pentium M1.6GHz mahine with 1GB RAM running Fedora Core 3 Linux. For the speializationruns, the pro�ling ode was sampled using the full dupliation variation the Arnold-Ryderinstrumentation sampling framework [8℄, with a sampling interval of 1000.The appliations that we benhmarked are representative of those hosen in thedynami ompliation literature. In some ases we have diretly translated programs benh-marked in previous researh from C to Java, and in others we have taken real-world Java
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Figure 2.11: A oneptual view of the overheads involved in speialization. There is asteady-state pro�ling overhead, a one-time speialization overhead, and if speialization issuessful, a steady-state invalidation overhead inurred by the write barriers.programs. For many programs, speialization is not bene�ial, so we also wanted to assesswhether our speializer is suitable for a transparent dynami ompilation unit that an oper-ate on any program, speializable or not. Thus, we have additionally inluded a benhmark,em3d, that is distintively not suited for speialization. The benhmarks are desribed inFigure 2.6.To ensure optimal unspeialized performane, the numbers in the results measureexeution time after full initial ompilation, with inlining, of the program ode by Jikes'sOPT1 ompiler � the highest optimization level that this version of the Jikes adaptive op-timization system selets for the Linux/IA32 platform. Thus the unspeialized numbersgenerally represent the fastest expeted performane on an unmodi�ed Jikes RVM.Desription of results. There are a number of overheads involved in our dynamispeializer, and we have attempted to measure all of them. See Figure 2.11 for a oneptual



2.7. EVALUATION 59diagram of when these overheads ome into play during a program exeution, and Figure 2.12for the atual numbers.The speializer employs a number of pro�lers (desribed in greater detail below),eah of whih ontributes a steady-state overhead to the exeution. In pratie, the overheadof all of the pro�lers running at one is generally less than the sum of their individualoverheads, sine they share a ommon pro�ling infrastruture. These overheads are shownas a perentage steady-state slowdown.There is a one-time overhead inurred by the atual speialization proess. Thisoverhead is omprised of three distint setions: (1) seleting a region to speialize, usingthe in�uene algorithm and then tentatively speializing on a number of andidate dispathpoint instrutions; (2) if a good region is found, reating speialized traes for the hot valuesof the seleted instrution; (3) inserting write barriers and reompiling ode for invalidation.These overheads are shown in seonds.If speialization suessfully ompletes, the program generally runs faster than itdid before, but still inurs the steady-state overhead of exeuting the invalidation writebarriers that were inserted during speialization. This overhead is shown as a perentagesteady-state slowdown of the speialized program.The �No-Overhead Speedup� row in Figure 2.12 displays the pure steady-statespeedup ahieved by the speialized ode over a normal exeution, without any of the pro-�ling, reation, or invalidation overheads.The �Real Speedup� rows display speedup numbers for real speialized exeutions,and enompass all pro�ling, reation, and invalidation overheads. These numbers annot be



2.7. EVALUATION 60derived diretly from the no-overhead speedup and overhead numbers, sine the impat ofthe various overheads is dependent on the partiulars of an exeution: its total length, thetime before the speializer was triggered, and so on. Furthermore, some perentages, suhas those for invalidation, neessarily represent slowdowns of speialized programs, not theoriginal ones.
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onv-VI onv-FI dotprod i-sort i-searh jsheme query sim8085 em3dNo-overhead Speedup 215% 24% 424% 551% 571% 88% 76% 110% 0%Pro�les Edge -1.0% -1.1% -7.6% -0.6% -0.2% -2.3% -9.4% -0.5% -3.9%Value -2.6% -2.6% -15.0% -4.5% -4.3% -12.7% -15.8% -11.2% -4.9%Store 2.8% 2.6% -2.1% -2.8% -2.7% -1.6% -6.3% -3.2% -1.0%All Simultaneously -0.1% -0.3% -18.0% -4.5% -4.2% -13.1% -19.8% -13.9% -5.1%Speialization Seletion < 0.1s < 0.1s < 0.1s < 0.1s < 0.1s < 0.1s < 0.1s < 0.1s 0.1sCreation 0.3s 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 0.2s < 0.1s 0.1s �Inserting Barriers 1.5s 0.1s 0.1s 0.7s 0.6s 0.3s 0.6s 0.3s �Total 1.8s 0.2s 0.2s 0.8s 0.7s 0.6s 0.7s 0.4s 0.1sInvalidation -9% -3% 1% -6% -1% -3% -2% -12% �Real Speedup Short run 153% 19% 330% 387% 401% 70% 63% 66% -4%59s/23s 59s/50s 61s/14s 60s/12s 53s/10s 59s/34s 54s/33s 59s/36s 65s/68sLong run 174% 23% 417% 496% 544% 82% 71% 70% -2%601s/219s 598s/487s 603s/117s 603s/101s 527s/82s 580s/319s 544s/317s 593s/349s 525s/534sFigure 2.12: Dynami speialization speedups and overheads. The pro�le perentages measure the steady-state slowdown,before any interval doubling has ourred. The speialization numbers measure in seonds the total time it takes to onstrut aspeialized region. The invalidation perentages measure the steady-state slowdown of the speialized program with invalidationwrite-barriers in plae. The no-overhead and real speedups measure the hange in exeution speed of eah program, respetivelywithout and with all of these overheads. Exeution times are rounded to the nearest seond.



2.7. EVALUATION 622.7.1 Pro�lingOur speializer requires a number of pro�les. They are
• An edge pro�le used to aid the in�uene algorithm and branh predition.
• A hot value pro�le that ollets the most frequently ourring values at potentialdispath points.
• The store pro�le we presented in Setion 2.4.Sine all of these pro�les must be gathered at runtime with low overhead, we usedthe Arnold-Ryder sampling framework [8℄. In this framework, a dupliate instrumentedversion of eah funtion is ompiled alongside the original. The uninstrumented versionis normally exeuted. A global ounter is kept and deremented at bakedges and otheryieldpoints, and when it reahes zero, ontrol is transferred to the instrumented version ofthe urrently exeuting funtion, and samples are taken until a bakedge reverts ontrolbak to the original ode. The ounter is then reset and normal exeution resumes. Sineinstrumented ode is run very infrequently, exeution overhead is generally low and yet theresulting pro�les tend to be statistially aurate.To redue exeution time, our sampling implementation adaptively doubles thesampling interval (the starting value of the global ounter) every time a speialization at-tempt fails. With this mehanism, programs that are speializable may inur a high pro�lingoverhead (greater than 10%), but only for a short amount of time, before speialization o-urs; the pro�ling overhead for programs that are not speializable quikly drops to anaeptable value.



2.7. EVALUATION 63Hot value pro�le details. Hot value pro�ling has been well studied before, asin Burrows et al. [52℄, so we do not disuss it in detail here. In our implementation, thehot value pro�le simply monitors the frequeny of ourrene of the most popular valuesresulting from potential dispath instrutions: arguments to loads and funtions, and loadresults. The pro�ler keeps a short array of value/ount pairs for eah pro�led instrution,and employs the �Top N Value� method desribed in Calder et al. [17℄.Overhead disussion. The edge pro�le and store pro�le have low runtime over-heads. The small speedup for onvolve with store pro�ling appears to be the result of alow-level ompilation artifat.We did not attempt to reate an e�ient hot value pro�ler, as suh a task hasbeen undertaken before, and instead foused on ease of implementation. For instane, thepro�ler is invoked via a funtion all rather than being inlined. Burrows et al. [52℄ haveshown that a hot value pro�le an be gathered with a runtime overhead of about 10%, andproposed hardware solutions have overheads of under 2% [78℄. The slowness of the hot valuepro�ler ompared to this 10% �gure an be attributed partially to the large number of loadsin tight loops in some of the test programs, and also to our suboptimal implementation ofthe pro�ling ode. The exponential bako� in sampling interval that we employed served tokeep the hot value pro�le overhead low for unspeializable programs.The memory overhead for the store pro�le ranged from 2.2% to 7.6% with a meanof 4.8%, while the memory overhead for the hot value pro�le ranged from 10.8% to 30.3%,with a mean of 24.5%. This latter overhead is high primarily beause all funtions, whetherhot or old, are hot value-pro�led in our implementation. Sine only hot funtions are ever



2.7. EVALUATION 64onsidered for speialization, an optimization that just pro�les hot funtions an drastiallyredue the spae overhead without omprimising the speializer's e�etiveness. A prelimi-nary implementation of this optimization for the hot value pro�le had spae overheads ofwell under 10%.2.7.2 Disussion of ResultsIn this setion, we evaluate several hypotheses onerning the speializer's overallperformane with respet to the benhmark data.Does the speialization proedure work? We speialized a number of pro-grams, from an image onvolver to a Sheme interpreter exeuting a 500 line partial evalu-ator. In every ase, the optimal speialization dispath point, as determined by a manualanalysis of the ode, was automatially seleted.The resulting speedups are omparable to those of staged speializers like DyC [35℄.In several ases, a manual analysis revealed near-optimal ode; for instane, in dotprodut,the speializer fully unrolled the loop iterating over the (sparse) vetor elements and wasable to eliminate outright the 75% of the iterations in whih the onstant vetor's elementwas zero. Half of the loads � the ones from the onstant vetor � in the other 25% wereeliminated as well.Is it suitable for a runtime environment? In all but one ase, speializationtime was under 1s. This overhead, along with the pro�ling overhead disussed in Se-tion 2.7.1, seemed to be quikly outweighed by the muh more signi�ant speedups due tospeialized ode.



2.7. EVALUATION 65To warrant inlusion in a dynami optimization system's arsenal of optimizations,the speializer should behave well on all programs. We ran it on em3d, with input parametersthat made the program a bad andidate for speialization: we had it reate a very largenumber of data objets that were visited equally often, thus rendering speializing on a smallnumber of them ine�etive. The speializer attempted and aborted three speializations,and after eah failure it doubled the sampling interval. As a result, the overall slowdownwas 4%.4 This perentage is representative: we ran the speializer on numerous otherunspeializable programs from SpeJVM and elsewhere, and none had a slowdown of morethan 6%. We feel that this number ould be made even lower with a more e�ient pro�lingimplementation.Does it take advantage of opportunities unavailable to staged speial-izers? The dynami, optimisti approah taken by our speializer allows it to exploitruntime data and exeution behavior to expose optimization opportunties unavailable to anannotation-based staged speializer. We disuss three empirial results that support thislaim. The onvolve benhmark was run in two di�erent ways; eah �xed a di�erentargument to the onvolution funtion. The �rst way, onv-VI, exposed a large optimizationopportunity, and while the seond, onv-FI � varying the images while �xing the matrix� did not, sine the onvolution matrix is generally small enough to �t into a proessorahe, the speializer still reated a new speialization, starting from a di�erent dispathpoint, that eliminated several omputations involving the matrix for a speedup of around
4The steady-state pro�ling overheads for em3d were measured at the default sampling interval of1000, before the sampling interval was ever doubled.



2.7. EVALUATION 6620%. Existing staged speializers, limited to annotating the funtion in just one way, wouldbe unable to speialize on both of these usage patterns.5Seond, the speializer was able to optimize a semi-invariant data struture inthe query benhmark. query applies an array of prediates to eah element in a largedataset. We modi�ed the benhmark to periodially update ertain prediates in plae.The speializer was still able to detet and optimize the onstant prediates in the semi-invariant prediate array, something that a staged speializer ould not do, sine the variablepointing to the urrent prediate is only onstant some of the time, and hene would be hardto annotate.Third, we analyzed the memory behavior of interpreter running bubblesort totrak transient onstants in the form of onstants embedded in the interpreted program. Thespeializer identi�ed 23% of the dynami memory loads from bubblesort's �address spae�(mostly of the start and end pointers of the array to be sorted, as the algorithm looped overthe elements) as onstant and optimized them away, whih a staged speializer ould notdo; this represented the removal of 9.6% of all loads in the interpreter's exeution.Is e�ient invalidation heking feasible? As disussed in Setion 2.5, ourwrite barrier approah to invalidation does not require exessive overhead and is relativelyeasy to implement. Java's type system helps to redue the number of barriers to be inserted.The ombination of masking and using objet headers does a good job of keeping barrieroverhead low.We also presented a number of other invalidation shemes that an be adopted
5In fat, if the funtion were annotated for one type of usage, and then employed at runtime inthe other fashion, several useless speializations might result.



2.8. RELATED WORK 67based on the properties of the virtual mahine and the hardware on whih the speializer isrunning. A hardware-based solution like Mondrian is likely to be the easiest to implement.There is some evidene that GC-based detetion will also work well: 97% of all onstantsin these benhmarks resided in 136 entirely onstant objets and arrays, making them idealandidates for the GC method, sine any writes to the read-only pages in whih the GCplaes the objets would signify an invalidation. Thus the invalidation heking overheadfor these onstants would essentially be zero.2.8 Related WorkSpeialization. Program speialization is a well-studied optimization tehnique[22, 69, 68, 21, 41, 4, 44, 29, 35, 10, 36, 55, 48℄. In its lassial form, ode is optimized in asoure-to-soure transformation. Tempo [21℄, DyC [35℄, and others used ode templates togenerate speialized ode at runtime one onstant values are known. However, they reliedon programmer annotations to speify speialized regions and onstant memory loations.Calpa [54℄ automated this proess by pro�ling a representative input and inferring annota-tions. This pro�ling step required its own run and employed a fairly expensive annotationanalysis. In some ways these staged speializers are more powerful than the one presented inthis hapter in terms of pure speializing ability, for instane in supporting tehniques likepolyvariant division and preisely ontrolled loop unrolling. In others, suh as in exploitingonrete heap state or per-exeution runtime behavior, they are less powerful. The speial-izer in this hapter has the additional bene�t of being fully transparent and immediatelybene�ial to end users. Suganuma et al. [71℄ implemented a form of automati dynami



2.8. RELATED WORK 68speialization that does not use any heap onstants; as a result, the system in that paperahieved speedups of 3%-6%. Zhang et al. [76℄ have built a value speializer with speedupsof 20% on top of their dynami optimization framework, Trident.More reently, Gal et al. [32℄ have implemented a speializer alled TraeMonkeyin the Mozilla Firefox JavaSript interpreter. Rather than speializing on the values ofloal variables or heap objets, it speializes on the type of objets, using that informationto avoid the objet boxing and unboxing that is ommon among interpreters of untypedlanguages. Currently, our speializer annot automatially unbox objets, sine the boxingoperation involves a write to the heap, whih our speializer must respet. However, aminor modi�ation to support unboxing might work as follows: during trae reation, allloal variables are treated as unboxed native values. Funtion all arguments are boxed,and at trae exit, all live variables are boxed.Another di�erene between the two speializers is that our speializer agressivelyunrolls loops. This approah is not ompatible with a type speializer, sine loop onditionalvalues are not known. Thus, TraeMonkey treats loop bodies as the building bloks of traereation, and stithes them together to form traes.Dynami optimization. The pro�le-and-optimize dynami approah desribedin this hapter is similar to other transparent dynami optimization systems, like Mojo [15℄,Hotspot [53℄, and others. In partiular, our speializer leverages the Jikes RVM framework [7,30℄ for reompiling speialized methods.Pro�ling. The e�ieny of our pro�lers rests on the Arnold-Ryder samplingframework [8℄; we use it to employ a novel invariane detetion pro�le. We use a method



2.8. RELATED WORK 69suggested by Calder et al. [17℄ for gathering hot value data. The use of optimisti assump-tions to motivate dynami optimization was presented by Arnold and Ryder [9℄.Trae reation. The main speialization algorithm's trae reation proeduredraws from on-line partial evaluation tehniques [64℄, and was inspired by Dynamo [11℄,although Dynamo does not use heap invariants or unroll loops when optimizing, and onlyprodues one optimized trae per program point. Sullivan et al. [72℄ have tailored theDynamo framework to optimize interpreters, although their system requires the insertion ofstati annotations. The in�uene algorithm we designed to �nd dispath points approximatesforward dynami slies, whih were introdued by Korel and Laski [45℄.Invalidation. As far as we know, this hapter presents the �rst implementa-tion and evaluation of a working automati detetion and invalidation system. Calpa [54℄proposed an automated detetion system by whih an o�ine points-to analysis is used todetermine where to insert invalidation heks, but we were unable to �nd an evaluation ofthis tehnique's overheads. DyC [35℄ supports manually-triggered invalidations, but doesnot provide a mehanism for atually performing the invalidation on a running speializedtrae. Our use of the Java type system to limit the number of write barriers inserted forinvalidation detetion is related to the semantis-based guards used by Pu et al. to speializeoperating system alls [58℄. We use the bitmasking tehniques employed by Didue [38℄ toredue write barrier overhead. The atual invalidation is similar in end result to on-stakreplaement (OSR) tehniques [18, 31℄. However, OSR ours asynhronously; the ompilerompiles a version of the funtion ustom-built for re-entry while the original version isstill exeuting. Our invalidation mehanism must at immediately, and so we onstrut the



2.9. CONCLUSION 70initial speialization so that invalidation an our as soon as an o�ending write has beendeteted, and without reompilation. Another invalidation tehnique we suggested is basedon Mondrian memory protetion [75℄.To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst implementation of a transparentruntime speializer that uses heap data. While Sastry [67℄ proposed a runtime speializationsystem, that work relied on o�ine ompilation tehniques to emulate a runtime speializer,and had no support for invalidation. In addition, the tehniques proposed in this hapterfor deteting speialization points, generating traes, and linking them are simpler and leadto better speializations on the same benhmarks.2.9 ConlusionThis hapter desribed the design of a transparent dynami speializer. To thebest of our knowledge, this is the �rst suh heap-based system that is dynami and doesnot rely on programmer annotations, separate pro�ling runs, or o�ine preproessing. Wepresented several tehniques that enable this implementation: (1) store-pro�le based op-timisti, aurate, and �ne-grained detetion of heap invariane, (2) the in�uene-baseddispath identi�ation method, (3) onstant-propagation based generation of speializedtraes, and (4) an e�ient write barrier-based invalidation sheme.The store pro�le enables detetion of heap onstants that existing systems annot.Our evaluation showed that this pro�le an be olleted at low overheads and with highauray. The in�uene metri is able to �nd the best dispath points with high reliability.The invalidation mehanism operates with low overhead. The urrent implementation of



2.9. CONCLUSION 71the speializer in Jikes RVM has low overhead in pratie, aurately selets bene�ialspeialization points, and produes speedups of 1.2x to 6.4x on a variety of benhmarks.
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Chapter 3
Automati Inrementalization
3.1 IntrodutionType safety of modern imperative languages suh as Java and C# eliminates manytypes of programming errors, suh as bu�er over�ows and doubly-freed memory. As a result,algorithmi errors present a proportionately greater hallenge during the development yle.One suh lass of errors are data struture bugs. Many data strutures bugs an be detetedas violations of high-level invariants suh as �the elements of this list are ordered�, �noelements in this priority queue an be in that priority queue�, or �in a red-blak tree, thenumber of blak nodes on any path from the root node to a leaf is the same.� Verifying suhinvariants, however, remains non-trivial. Data struture invariants are partiularly di�ultfor stati tools to verify beause stati heap analysis sales poorly and urrent veri�ersrequire extensive annotations.An alternative approah is dynami veri�ation of invariant heks. Dynami



3.1. INTRODUCTION 73heks operate on the onrete data struture and are thus typially simple to write andvalidate. Thanks to tools suh as jml [19℄, dynami heking has beome more aessible toprogrammers. However, dynami heks an inur a signi�ant run time overhead, hinderingthe development and testing. Sine heks are exeuted frequently and ommonly traversethe entire data struture, a program with heks may run 10�100 times slower, whih may beprohibitively slow for all but the most patient programmer. Consequently, dynami heksare rarely employed, even in debugging.This hapter introdues Ditto, an inrementalizer for a lass of dynami-datastruture invariant heks written in modern imperative languages like Java and C#. Weallow the programmer to write these heks in the language itself. Ditto then automati-ally inrementalizes suh heks, rewriting them so that they only re-hek the parts of adata struture that have been modi�ed sine the last hek. Inremental heks typiallyrun linearly faster than the original (about 10-times faster on data strutures with 10,000elements). We believe that the inrementalization makes dynami heks pratial in adevelopment environment.The goal of inrementalization is to modify an algorithm so that it omputes anewonly on hanged input data and reuses all repeated subomputations. Traditionally, inre-mentalization is designed and implemented by hand: an algorithm is modi�ed to be awareof data modi�ations and to ahe and reuse its previous intermediate results [60℄. Whilehand-inrementalization an produe the desired speedups of invariant heks, manual in-rementalization has several pratial limitations:
• The programmer may overlook possible modi�ations to the data struture (as in the



3.1. INTRODUCTION 74infamous Java 1.1 getSigners bug [33℄) and thus omit neessary inremental updates.The result is an inorret invariant hek that may fail to detet bugs.
• Some invariant heks may be di�ult to inrementalize by hand. For example, aftersome e�ort, we gave up on inrementalizing red-blak tree invariants.
• Manual inrementalization does not appear eonomial, as eah data struture mayrequire several heks. Programmers may also want to obtain an e�ient hek rapidly,for example, when writing �data-breakpoint� heks for explaining the symptoms of apartiular bug.
• Perhaps most importantly, inremental ode is omplex and sattered throughout theprogram. The omplexity of its maintenane may defeat the purpose of relying oninvariant heks that are simple and veri�able by inspetion.Reent researh by Aar et al. [1℄ developed a powerful general-purpose frameworkfor inrementalization of funtional programs, based on memoization and hange propaga-tion. This framework provides an e�ient inrementalization mehanism while o�ering theprogrammer onsiderable �exibility. To inrementalize a program, the programmer (i) iden-ti�es loations whose hanges should trigger reomputation; and (ii) writes funtions thatarry out the inremental update on these loations. The atual memoization and reom-putation are enapsulated in a library. Aar's inrementalized algorithms exhibit signi�antspeedup, so it is natural to ask how one ould automate this style of inrementalization.In this hapter, we identify an interesting domain of omputations for whih wedevelop an automati inrementalizer. Our domain inludes reursive side-e�et-free fun-



3.1. INTRODUCTION 75tions, whih over many invariants of ommon data strutures suh as red-blak trees, or-dered lists, and hash tables. While we support only funtional heks, the heks an beexeuted from within arbitrary programs written in imperative languages suh as Java andC#. In these languages, heks are useful to the programmer beause manual veri�ation ofinvariants is ompliated by the fat that data struture updates an our anywhere in theprogram. For the same reason, inrementalization is di�ult, whih should make automatiinrementalization attrative.Properties of invariant heks allow us not only to automate inrementalizationbut also to o�er a simple and e�etive implementation.
• Simpliity. An invariant hek typially returns always the same result (i.e., �thehek passed�) and so do its subomputations that are reursively invoked on parts ofthe data struture. This observation allows us to develop optimisti memoization, atehnique that aggressively enables loal reomputations to reonstrut a global result.
• E�etiveness. The loal properties that establish the global property of interest aretypially mutually independent and reomputation of one does not neessitate reom-putation of others. For example, sortedness of a list is established from heking thatadjaent elements are ordered; if an element is inserted into the list, we need to hekits order only with respet to its neighbors. Independene of loal omputations meansthat inremental omputation an produe signi�ant speedups.The main ontributions of this hapter are:1. The Ditto automati inrementalizer for a lass of data struture invariant heks



3.2. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLE 76that are written in an objet-oriented language.2. A portable implementation of Ditto in Java.3. An evaluation of Java Ditto on several benhmarks.Setion 3.2 outlines how a simple invariant hek is inrementalized. Setion 3.3 desribesDitto's inrementalization algorithms and Setion 3.4 provides some implementation de-tails. Setion 3.5 evaluates Ditto on several small and large benhmarks. Setion 3.6disusses related work and Setion ?? onludes.3.2 De�nitions and ExampleIn this setion, we give a high-level overview of Ditto's inrementalization proess.First, we de�ne the lass of invariant heks that Ditto an inrementalize.De�nition 1 The inputs to a funtion onsist of its expliit arguments, i.e., the valuesof its atual parameters; its impliit arguments, i.e., values aessed on the heap; and itsallee return values, i.e., the results of funtion alls it makes.Note that impliit arguments are de�ned not to inlude loations that are read (only) bythe allees of the funtion.De�nition 2 A data struture invariant hek is a set of (potentially reursive) fun-tions that are side-e�et-free in the sense that they do not write to the heap, make systemalls, or esape address of an objet alloated in the invariant hek. Furthermore, in eahfuntion, no loop onditional or funtion all an depend on any allee return values.1
1This tehnial restrition, desribed further in Setion 3.3.5, is required to ensure that the original fun-tions and their inrementalized versions have the same termination properties in the presene of optimistimemoization. This restrition an be sidestepped but we have not found it to be an impediment in pratie.
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lass OrderedIntList {IntListElem head;void insert(int n) {invariants();...invariants();}void delete(int n) {invariants();...invariants();}void invariants() {if (! isOrdered(head)) omplain();}Boolean isOrdered(IntListElem e) {if (e == null || e.next == null)return true;if (e.value > e.next.value)return false;return isOrdered(e.next);}} Figure 3.1: The example lass OrderedIntList and its invariant hek isOrdered.



3.2. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLE 78Throughout this hapter, we will often assume that a hek is a single reursive funtion.However, Ditto supports also heks omposed of multiple reursive funtions, suh as theone in Figure 3.9. When the hek ontains multiple funtions, we identify the hek by the�entry-point� funtion that is invoked by the main program.The inrementalizer memoizes the omputation at the level of funtion invoations,so reursive heks are more e�ient than iterative ones. Most iterative invariant heks anbe rewritten without loss of larity into reursive heks.The main program has no restritions on its behavior. We assume that invariantheks running in multithreaded programs either operate on thread-loal data or are atomito ensure data integrity during the hek.To illustrate how Ditto works, we walk through the inrementalization of a simpleinvariant hek, isOrdered, shown in Figure 3.1. The invariant veri�es that the list main-tains its elements in sorted order. The invariant is heked at method entries and exits. Theformer ensures that the invariant is maintained by modi�ations performed from outsidethe lass. Suh modi�ations ould our if, say, an IntListElem objet was mistakenlyexposed to users of the lass. The latter ensures that the list operation itself maintains theinvariant.The invariant hek is simple and readable, but it is ine�ient. In ommon usagesenarios, the unoptimized isOrdered will dominate the performane of the program. How-ever, the hek is amenable to inrementalization under most ommon modi�ations to thelist. For instane, if an element e is inserted into the middle of the list, isOrdered needsto be re-exeuted only on e and its predeessor; the suess of the invoation of isOrdered
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…Figure 3.2: Before and after a list operation: an element is inserted, and another is deleted.The elements modi�ed during the operation are dashed.preeding the hange guarantees the heked property for the remaining elements in the list,as they have not hanged sine then. This inrementalization redues the ost of the hekfrom the time linear in the size of the list to onstant time.Inrementalizing isOrdered. Ditto automatially inrementalizes isOrderedusing the following simple proess.1. During the �rst exeution of invariants, we reord the sequene of reursive alls toisOrdered, their inputs, and their results.2. During the subsequent exeution of the main program, we trak hanges to memoryloations that served as impliit inputs to a hek. The traking is performed withwrite barriers.3. The next time invariants is invoked, we re-exeute only the reursive invoations toisOrdered whose inputs have hanged; we reuse memoized results for the remaininginvoations. We update the memoized results so that further exeutions of the hekan be inrementalized.We desribe these steps in detail in the ontext of a modi�ation senario, shownin Figure 3.2, where an element is inserted into the list and another element, further down



3.2. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLE 80the list, is deleted. Note that we assume that the invariant hek is performed only afterboth modi�ations, and not in between the two modi�ations.Ditto stores all inputs for eah (reursive) invoation of isOrdered. The funtionisOrdered has �ve inputs: one expliit argument, the formal parameter e; three impliitarguments, the �elds e.next, e.value, and e.next.value; and one allee return value, thatof the reursive all to isOrdered.The modi�ation shown in Figure 3.2 updates two �elds already in the list: A.nextand D.next. Based on the inputs stored in the previous exeution of the hek, Dittodetermines that these �elds served as impliit inputs to invoations isOrdered(A) andisOrdered(D). These two invoations must be re-exeuted on the new input values. SineisOrdered(A) ourred �rst in the previous exeution, it is re-exeuted �rst.The re-running of isOrdered(A) uses the new impliit arguments, spei�ally thenew value of A.next, whih now points to B. The exeution thus ontinues to the invoationisOrdered(B). Sine Ditto has not yet enountered isOrdered with the expliit argumentB, it adds this new invoation to its memoization table and ontinues exeuting, reahingthe reursive all to isOrdered(C).At this point, Ditto determines that (i) isOrdered(C) has been memoized and(ii) the impliit arguments to isOrdered(C) have not hanged sine the previous exeu-tion of the hek. However, this is not su�ient to safely reuse isOrdered(C) beausethere is no guarantee that the last input to isOrdered(C)�the allee return value fromisOrdered(C.next)�will return the same value as in the previous exeution of the hek.The danger is quite real: There is a modi�ation to an impliit input of isOrdered(D) fur-



3.2. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLE 81ther down the list; if isOrdered(D) returned a di�erent value, this value ould ultimatelya�et the value returned by isOrdered(C.next). So, a straightforward memoization algo-rithm annot safely reuse isOrdered(C); instead, it must ontinue the re-exeution until itis sure that no further allee return values might hange. In our example, it would have tore-exeute past C all the way to D, re-exeuting also all the intervening funtion invoations.Ditto follows a more sophistiated algorithm. To deal with the unertainty ofallee return values, Ditto optimistially assumes that the reursive all to isOrdered(C)will return the same value as it did previously. This is a sensible assumption sine reursiveinvariant hek often do return the same value. (Typially, this is the �suess� value.) Thisoptimisti memoization strategy allows Ditto to reuse the ahed result for isOrdered(C),whih suessfully terminates the re-exeution. The exeution eventually returns bak upto isOrdered(A), whih returns true � the same value it returned last time. Thus, thefuntion that invoked isOrdered(A) need not be re-exeuted sine all of its inputs are thesame as last time; we are now done with the re-exeution of the modi�ed portion of the datastruture around nodes A and B.Ditto then re-exeutes isOrdered(D), the seond all whose impliit inputs havehanged. The inrementalization then ontinues to isOrdered(F), whih is suessfullyreused, terminating the reursive alls. The invoation of isOrdered(D) evaluates to true,mathing its previous result, so the entire reomputation ends. The invoation isOrdered(E)is no longer reahable in the omputation and is ignored.Ditto now returns the ahed result of the entire invariant hek, true, to thealler, invariants().



3.3. INCREMENTALIZATION ALGORITHM 82Consider now the ase when isOrdered(D) returns a value di�erent than it didpreviously. (Note that our optimisti assumption is not neessarily wrong yet, as we assumedonly that isOrdered(C), but not isOrdered(D), returns the same value as it did previously.)The new return value would be propagated from isOrdered(D) bak up to its aller, whihwould be re-exeuted. This proess would ontinue until either (a) a aller is reahed thatreturns the same result that it did previously; or (b) the exeution reahes the �rst aller,isOrdered(head), and the new overall result is ahed and returned. Note that if thisupward propagation reahes isOrdered(B), the optimisti memoization deision made whenreusing isOrdered(C) is shown to be inorret. In this ase, isOrdered(B) is re-exeutedlike the other alls during this propagation phase.Whether the optimisti assumptions turned out wrong or not, the inrementalizerstores the new inputs and the result for eah re-exeuted all; the memoization data forisOrdered(E) is garbage olleted. This maintenane ensures that Ditto will be able toinrementalize the invariant hek during its next exeution.Of ourse, data struture modi�ations an take on more omplex forms thansimple inserts and deletes. The next setion desribes how all possible modi�ations arehandled in a general way, and Setion 3.5 examines the performane of Ditto on invariantsof onsiderably greater omplexity.3.3 Inrementalization AlgorithmThis setion presents details of our inrementalization algorithm. We start bydesribing the memoization ahe and ontinue with a straightforward inrementalization



3.3. INCREMENTALIZATION ALGORITHM 83algorithm. The ine�ieny of this algorithm will motivate our optimisti inrementalizer,presented next. We will onlude by explaining the steps taken when optimisti assumptionsfail.3.3.1 Computation graphOn the �rst invoation of an invariant hek, Ditto ahes the omputation of thehek in a omputation graph, whih reords the omputation at the granularity of funtioninvoations. Between invoations of the invariant hek, the graph is used to trak how themain program hanges the hek's impliit arguments. On the subsequent invoation of theinvariant hek, the graph is used to identify memoized funtion invoations whose inputshave been hanged. These funtion invoations are re-exeuted and the graph is updated;the remaining funtion invoations are reused from the graph. The inrementally updatedgraph is equivalent to re-running the invariant hek from srath on the urrent programstate. The omputation graph ontains a node for eah (dynami) funtion invoationperformed during the exeution of the hek. Direted edges onnet a aller with its allees.Ditto stores the graph in memory in the form of a table. A table entry, shown below,represents one node of the graph, i.e., one funtion invoation. We will use the termsfuntion invoation and omputation node (or node) interhangeably as appropriate.
f expliit_args impliit_args alls return_val dirtyThe entry ontains six �elds: f is the invoked funtion; expliit_args is a list ofvalues passed as atual arguments to f ; impliit_args is a list stati and heap loations read



3.3. INCREMENTALIZATION ALGORITHM 84by the invoation; alls is a list of funtion invoations made by this funtion invoation,represented as links to other entries in the table; return_val is the return value of thisinvoation; and dirty is used during the inremental omputation to mark invoations whoseimpliit inputs have been modi�ed. Reall that impliit_args inludes only the loationsread by this invoation, not by its allees. The table is indexed by a pair (f, expliit_args).Ditto onstruts the omputation graph by instrumenting the invariant hek.The o�ine instrumentation diverts all invoations of an invariant hek c � i.e., all alls toa funtions in c from a funtion not in c � to the ath-all inrementalize runtime libraryfuntion, desribed in detail later in this setion (see Figure 3.7). For instane, the all toisOrdered(head) in invariants() in Figure 3.1 is rewritten to invoke inrementalize()instead. Ditto instruments eah funtion f in the invariant hek c to reord the data ne-essary to onstrut a memoization table entry. The instrumented version of the isOrderedfuntion in Figure 3.1 is shown in Figure 3.3. The transformation inserts ode at the be-ginning of f to hek if this invoation has been memoized. If a table entry with the sameexpliit arguments already exists, the funtion returns with the ahed result value; if not,a new entry is reated and impliit arguments and the return value are reorded. The tryand ath are required by optimisti memoization; their purpose is desribed later in thissetion. In addition to reording the impliit arguments used by eah funtion invoation,a reverse map, from heap loations (impliit arguments) to table entries, is reated. Thisreverse map is used to determine whih funtion invoations depend on modi�ed heap values.



3.3. INCREMENTALIZATION ALGORITHM 85Boolean isOrdered(IntListElem e) {try {// reates a new entry if one doesn't existMemoEntry n = getMemoEntry(isOrderedId, [e℄);if (n.hasResult) return (Boolean) n.result;n.addImpliit(addressOf(e.next));if (e == null || e.next == null) {n.setResult(true);return true;}n.addImpliit(addressOf(e.value));n.addImpliit(addressOf(e.next.value));if (e.value > e.next.value) {n.setResult(false);return false;}n.addCall(isOrderedId, e.next);n.setResult(isOrdered(e.next));return n.result;} ath (Exeption e) {throw new OptimistiMemoizationExeption();}} Figure 3.3: The instrumented version of isOrdered().See Figure 3.4 for an example initial omputation graph.Instrumentation is also used to trak updates to impliit inputs. These updates anour anywhere in the main program, so Ditto plaes write barriers into statements thatmight write those loations. The write barriers are desribed in further detail in Setion 3.4.When an update to an impliit loation is deteted, funtion invoations whose impliitarguments have been modi�ed are marked as dirty, whih prevents reuse of their memoizedresults (see Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Part of the omputation graph after an initial run. The dotted lines from itemson the heap to omputation nodes (funtion invoations) indiate the impliit argumentsused by those nodes. Not all dotted lines are shown.
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Figure 3.5: Memory loations with dashed outlines have been modi�ed sine the last exeu-tion of the invariant. All omputation nodes that used these memory loations are markedas dirty.



3.3. INCREMENTALIZATION ALGORITHM 873.3.2 Naive inrementalizerDitto an reuse the ahed result of a funtion invoation if the funtion is invokedwith idential inputs as the ahed invoation. However, heking whether all inputs areidential is non-trivial. Reall that, for the purpose of memoization, a funtion has threekinds of inputs: expliit inputs (i.e., atual arguments); impliit inputs (i.e., values read bythe funtion from the heap and stati variables); and return values from its allees. Ideally,we want to reuse the ahed result at the time when the funtion is invoked; but at this pointwe know only that the expliit arguments are idential. We may also know that the valuesof impliit input loations have not hanged sine the last invoation, but is the funtiongoing to read the same set of loations? The answer depends on the return values fromthe funtion's allees; if they di�er from the previous return values, the funtion may readdi�erent loations and learly annot be reused.A onservative rule for reuse of memoized results is to ensure that (i) the expliitarguments are idential and that there has been no hange to (ii) impliit input values aswell as to (iii) allee return values. (To on�rm that the return values are idential, thenaive inrementalizer will inrementally exeute the alls, meaning that it will try to reuseas muh of the alls as possible.)Lemma 1 Consider an invoation of funtion f that (i) has expliit arguments e, (ii) a-esses the set of heap loations I, and (iii) invokes funtions g1(a1), . . . , gn(an), whihreturn values r1, . . . , rn. The ahed result for this invoation is idential to the value of
f(x) invoked in the urrent program state if the following onditions hold: (1) x = e; (2) theloations in I have not been modi�ed sine the memoized invoation was exeuted; (3) g1(a1),



3.3. INCREMENTALIZATION ALGORITHM 88. . . , gn(an), if invoked on the urrent program state, would return the same values r1, . . . ,
rn as at the time of the previous invoation of f(e).The proof involves showing that the urrent funtion invoation (1) aesses thesame set of loations as the ahed invoation; and (2) makes idential funtion invoationsas the ahed invoation. It is easy to show that if the previous impliit loations have notbeen hanged, the �rst all made by the funtion is idential to the �rst all made by theahed invoation. If this all returns the same value as previously, the funtion will ontinueaessing the same impliit input loations. Sine their values have not been hanged, theseond all made by the funtion will be idential to the seond all in the ahed invoation.The proof then proeeds by indution.The naive inrementalization algorithm is shown in Figure 3.6. In this ode,initial_args are the arguments provided to the �rst, entry-point funtion all of the invari-ant hek. t[f,x℄ represents a lookup in the memoization table of an entry with funtion
f and expliit arguments x.The naive inrementalizer is simple: starting from the �rst funtion invoation ofthe invariant hek, it reursively follows the path of the omputation, reusing memoizedresults where appropriate. However, it is very ostly: in order to asertain that hild alls doin fat return the same values as in the previous exeution, it requires a memoization tablelookup for every funtion invoation in the omputation, even those that are una�eted byany input modi�ations.
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funtion inrementalize(f, initial_args)return memo(f, initial_args)funtion memo(f, x)if (t[f,x℄ == null || // never been run beforet[f,x℄.hasModifiedImpliitArgs())return exe(f, x)foreah ( in t[f,x℄.alls)// did the all return the same value as last time?old_return_val = .return_valif (memo(.f, .expliit_args) != old_return_val)// memo lookup failed somewhere in .f's all treereturn exe(f, x)// onditions desribed in Lemma 1 hold; reuse allowedreturn t[f,x℄.return_valfuntion exe(f, x)// invoke f', the instrumented version of freturn f'(x) Figure 3.6: The naive inrementalizer.



3.3. INCREMENTALIZATION ALGORITHM 903.3.3 Optimisti inrementalizerIdeally, the inrementalizer should reompute only funtion invoations whose in-puts have hanged. But how do we determine that alls made by f would return the samevalues if exeuted in the urrent program state? The naive inrementalizer does so by �re-playing� the sequene of all alls indiretly made by f and ensuring that all these transitiveallees of f an be memoized. This proess is expensive. A onstant-time memoizationhek an be performed by time-stamping the invoation of eah funtion and heking ifany transitive allee of f had its impliit arguments modi�ed. Suh a time interval meh-anism was used by by Aar et al. [1℄ to aid in identifying relevant funtions with hangedinputs. Ditto develops what we think is a simpler mehanism based on the ommon prop-erty that invariant heks usually sueed. When a hek sueeds, it returns a suess ode;the same is true for all reursive funtion invoations made by the hek. Our optimisti as-sumption thus is that a funtion invoation in an invariant hek typially returns the samevalue. This observation holds even when some of the transitive allees had their impliitinputs hanged beause invariants usually hold even after the data struture is modi�ed.The optimisti memoization employed by Ditto simpli�es the naive inremental-izer: we optimistially reuse a ahed invoation if the expliit and impliit arguments arethe same; the allee return values are assumed to return the same values. The optimistimemo() funtion is shown here:funtion optimisti_memo(f, x)if (t[f,x℄ == null || // never been run beforet[f,x℄.hasModifiedImpliitArgs())return exe(f, x)



3.3. INCREMENTALIZATION ALGORITHM 91// optimistially assume that onditions// desribed in Lemma 1 hold and allow reusereturn t[f,x℄.return_valOptimisti memoization breaks dependenies of an invoation on its allees, whose returnvalues are not yet known at the time when reuse of the invoation is attempted. This freesDitto from having to perform the memoization lookup on many funtion invoations whoseinputs have not hanged. In other words, the bene�t of optimisti memoization is that, inthe ommon ase of a suessful hek, we reompute only the loal properties of those datastruture nodes that have hanged.Ditto must of ourse handle the ase of an inorretly predited optimisti value.The steps for doing so are detailed in Setion 3.3.5.3.3.4 The omplete algorithmThe omplete inrementalization algorithm, shown in Figure 3.7, needs to take areof two more issues: pruning of unreahable omputations and reomputation in response tohanged return values.Pruning. If a omputation of a hek has two funtion invoations with modi�edinputs, f(x) and g(y), and g(y) is a transitive allee of f(x) then we should reompute f(x)before g(y). The reason is that the new omputation of f(x) may or may not lead to aninvoation of g(y). Invoking g(y) ould result in an exeption or it ould be ostly (forexample, node y ould have moved to a di�erent data struture on whih the evaluation ofthe invariant hek ould be expensive). Thus, Ditto re-exeutes dirty nodes (i.e., nodeswith modi�ed impliit inputs) in a breadth-�rst searh order (i.e., nodes losest to the root



3.3. INCREMENTALIZATION ALGORITHM 92are exeuted �rst). After eah node is re-exeuted, the inrementalizer prunes nodes thatare no longer in the omputation graph; these nodes will not be re-exeuted.Changed return values. When a re-exeution of an invoation evaluates to a returnvalue that di�ers from the ahed return value, the hanged value must be propagated tothe aller of the reomputed invoation. Ditto traks all nodes with di�ering return valuesand re-exeutes their allers in reverse breadth-�rst-searh order, whih ensures that a nodeis re-exeuted only after all its hildren have been re-exeuted (if that was neessary). Thisre-exeution along a path ontinues up the graph until either (i) the return value of a re-exeuted anestor evaluates to the ahed value; or (ii) the root node is reahed, whihhanges the overall result of the invariant hek.The Ditto inrementalizer is shown in Figure 3.7. In the implementation, thegraph is not traversed using BFS; instead, the nodes are kept ordered using the ordermaintenane algorithm due to Bender, et al. [14℄.An example of the algorithm in ation (with pruning, optimisti memoization, andreturn value propagation) is shown in Figure 3.8.3.3.5 Optimisti mispreditionsReall that when the optimisti inrementalizer enounters a all to (a non-dirty)invoation g(y), the inrementalizer reuses its old return value without �rst ensuring thatthe g(y) would return the same value in the urrent program state. When this optimistiassumption is wrong, the re-exeution of f(x), the aller of g(y), may go wrong in one ofthree ways:



3.3. INCREMENTALIZATION ALGORITHM 93funtion inrementalize(f, initial_args)to_propagate = {}// identify memoized exeutions that have modified// impliit arguments (deteted by write barriers)hanged = get_hanged_impliit_loations()hanged_fns = map_los_to_memo_table_entries(hanged)// need to re-run root if arguments have hangedif (t[f,initial_args℄ == null)hanged_fns.add((f, initial_args))hanged_fns.sort_bfs_order()foreah((f,x) in hanged_fns)t[f,x℄.dirty = trueforeah ((f,x) in hanged_fns)// only re-exeute if still in graph (not pruned)// and dirty (hasn't already been re-exeuted)if (t[f,x℄ != null && t[f,x℄.dirty)exe(f, x)propagate_return_vals()return t[f,initial_args℄.return_valfuntion memo(f, x)if (t[f,x℄ == null || // never been run beforet[f,x℄.dirty) // hanged impliit_argsreturn exe(f, x)// thanks to optimisti memoization, don't// need to hek allee return valuesreturn t[f,x℄.return_valfuntion get_allers(f, x)// returns nodes that all f(x)funtion exe(f, x)oldentry = t[f,x℄// f' is the instrumented version of fnewresult = f'(x)if (newresult != oldentry.return_val)to_propagate.add((f,x))foreah ( in oldentry.alls)if (get_allers(.f, .expliit_args).size() == 0)prune(.f, .expliit_args)return newresultfuntion propagate_return_vals()to_propagate.sort_reverse_bfs_order()while (to_propagate.size() > 0)e = to_propagate.remove(0)f, x, oldval = e.f, e.expliit_args. e.return_valnewval = f'(x)if (oldval != newval)to_propagate.insert_reverse_bfs_order(get_allers(f,x))funtion prune(f, x)var alls = t[f,x℄.allst[f,x℄ = nullforeah( in alls)if (get_allers(.f, .expliit_args).size() == 0)prune(.f, .expliit_args)Figure 3.7: Pseudo-ode for the main inrementalizing algorithm.
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() Changed return valuesFigure 3.8: Re-exeution after modi�ation to the data struture shown in Figure 3.5.(a) The �rst dirty node, R, is re-exeuted. The re-exeution in the node exeution enounters(i) a new node, whih is added to the graph, and (ii) a non-dirty node with a valid memoizedvalue, whih stops reursion early thanks to optimisti memoization. The dirty node P ispruned from the graph and will not be re-exeuted. (b) The seond dirty node is re-exeuted.A new node is added and the non-dirty node marked 'P' and its hildren are pruned. Thoughnot shown in the �gure, memoization table entries are added or modi�ed for the funtionsinvoked in this step. The resulting omputation graph re�ets the hanges made to theheap in Figure 3.5. () The results of re-exeuted nodes are ompared with their old ahedvalues. If they di�er, the new results are propagated up through the graph. In this example,let the invariant hek be a test for the presene of a speial objet S. Assume that S hasmoved from the left branh of the tree to the right; as a result, some node results di�er("F/T" indiates an old result of false and a new result of true), and are propagated up thegraph. However, the propagation stops soon beause an anestor node's new result mathesits old one.



3.3. INCREMENTALIZATION ALGORITHM 95The invoation f(x) �nishes evaluation but yields an inorret result. In thissenario, no remedial ation is needed. The orret return value will reah f(x) during thepropagation desribed in Setion 3.3.4 and f(x) will thus be re-exeuted with the orretreturn value and will produe the orret result.The inorret return value auses f(x) to throw an exeption. For example, g(y)may return an objet that is no longer in the data struture and may thus have invalid�eld values. When f(x) reads those values, it may throw a divide-by-zero error or a null-pointer deferene. Sine this exeption would not be raised in the non-inremental hek,it must be prevented from reahing the main program. The ode transformation desribedin Setion 3.3.1 enloses the entire funtion in a try-ath blok. If an exeption is throwndue to a wrong optimisti assumption, the exeption is aught and the exeution of thefuntion is stopped. The funtion will eventually be re-exeuted with orret inputs, as inthe previous senario. If an exeption still ours at this stage, the exeption is forwardedon to the main program.The inorret value auses non-termination. Similar to the previous ase, an in-orret return value may ause a loop or a reursion to iterate forever. The return valuedid not ause non-termination when f(x) was exeuted previously beause the expliit orimpliit inputs were di�erent. We o�er two alternative remedial ations.The �rst one, urrently used by Ditto, imposes a restrition on the way Ditto-inrementalizable invariant heks must be written: No loop onditional or funtion all andepend on a allee return value. Here, depends inludes both ontrol- and data-dependene.Under this restrition, eah loop and eah all in the re-exeuted f(x) uses only (orret)



3.4. IMPLEMENTATION 96values from the urrent state, and thus will not ause a spurious non-termination.Our pratial experiene is that this restrition is more of a tehniality than a realburden. We have yet to write a loop of any sort inside an invariant hek funtion, and wehave found it easy to overome the funtion all restrition by avoiding short-iruit booleanevaluation.To ensure that programmers are unable to violate this restrition, we have writtena simple stati analysis that heks for suh a violation. The analysis is fairly trivial beausealiasing is impossible in a side-e�et-free funtion.The seond solution for this situation is to implement a timeout that would triggerwhen an optimisti exeution takes far longer than it has taken historially. In this ase,the invariant hek would be re-exeuted from srath. A bene�t of this approah is that noprogramming restritions are made on the funtion, though a ost is that its behavior maybe unpreditable.3.4 ImplementationDitto is implemented as a Java byteode transformation and aompanying run-time libraries. This approah does not allow for an optimized runtime implementation. Forinstane, the write barriers are implemented in Java, whih requires two null heks andone array bounds hek per barrier; an e�ient JVM implementation would require far lessoverhead, as the barriers ould be inserted at a lower level, irumventing these Java safetyheks. However, the byteode transformation approah o�ers the strong advantage of beingas portable as Java is. It an be used with any JVM on any platform.



3.4. IMPLEMENTATION 97The implementation of Ditto supports multiple invariants per lass instantiation,multiple lass instantiations per lass, and multiple lasses. Below are spei�s about someaspets of the implementation. The byteode transformation is implemented using theexellent Javassist pakage [20℄.Hashing of objets. In previous work on inrementalization [1℄, the de�nitions ofobjet equality are left to the programmer. This �exibility allows the programmer to equatetwo objets if they di�er only in �elds that she knows are irrelevant to the inrementalomputation. Sine Ditto is automati, an all-purpose strategy is required.Ditto's memoization table, whih maps a list of expliit arguments, stored inan Objet[℄, to a partiular entry that represents a funtion all on those arguments, isimplemented as a hash table. This requires a notion of argument array equality and hash-ing. In terms of equality, pointer equality of Objet[℄ is obviously insu�ient. Instead,equality is de�ned as the onjuntion of pointer equality for the elements (arguments) thatare objet referenes, and semanti equality for the elements that are primitive types; thehash ode is de�ned analogously, as a ombination of System.identityHashCode(), orObjet.hashCode() for primitive types like Integer or Boolean. This strategy onserva-tively preserves semanti equality of all arguments, while preventing sharing of non-primitivetypes (if the same omputation node were to operate on two objets, semantially equal butin di�erent loations on the heap, and only one was updated, then the node's ahed resultould be inorret for one set of arguments.) In theory, semanti equality and hashing ouldbe applied to any immutable type.Our benhmarks indiate that this onservative notion of equality, though not



3.4. IMPLEMENTATION 98optimally �exible, performs well in pratie on Ditto's target domain.E�ient implementation of write barriers. Sine the write barriers are im-plemented in Java, some are must be taken to ensure reasonable performane. Dittoemploys two main optimization tatis. First, during the o�ine byteode transformationphase, Ditto gathers the set of �elds aessed by the invariant heks it is optimizing.Write barriers are only inserted on updates to these �elds, sine only writes to these �eldsould possibly a�et the impliit arguments to the invariant heks.Seondly, eah memory address aught by the barriers inurs a hash table lookupto determine what omputation nodes are a�eted by its mutation, even if the objet atthat address is unrelated to any invariant heks and a�ets no omputation nodes at all. Ifthere are many suh other writes (or if the �rst optimization did not su�iently redue thenumber of barriers inserted), these lookups an ause signi�ant overhead. To ombat thisphenomenon, the runtime portion of Ditto keeps a referene ount of dependent invariantheks in the header of eah objet. The write barriers are onstruted to �rst hek that thereferene ount is greater than zero, and only then to add its �eld to the list of mutated ones.The referene ount for a partiular objet is deremented when an invariant's hash tablelookup is done and the dirty nodes identi�ed. This way, if any of its dirty nodes aessesthe objet again, its referene ount will be inremented. If not, sine the dirty nodes arethe only ones that aessed it beforehand, it is no longer relevant to that invariant hekand does not need to be monitored further.In pratie, the inlusion of a `header' referene ount is implemented by reatinga new lass InObjet that inherits from java.lang.Objet, and ontains an integer �eld



3.5. EVALUATION 99orresponding to the referene ount. Ditto then sets the penultimate lass in the lasshierarhy of eah objet type used by invariant heks to inherit from this lass instead ofjava.lang.Objet.Optimizing leaf alls. If a funtion f is invoked with arguments a that donot lead to reursion, it is often faster to ompute f(a) outright than to memoize it. Thissituation ommonly ours at the ends of data strutures, when a �nal null value is reahed.Thus, if all the non-primitive arguments to a funtion all are null, Ditto does not performany ahe lookups and instead runs f(a) to determine the return value. In addition, smallommonly used non-reursive funtions, suh as hashCode() and size(), are speial-asedas well. In all ases, the impliit arguments to these funtions, if any, are still reorded.3.5 EvaluationAll measurements were performed on a Pentium M 1.6 GHz omputer with 1gigabyte of RAM, running the HotSpot 1.5 JVM.3.5.1 Data struture benhmarksWe measured Ditto on several data struture benhmarks. Eah data strutureis instantiated at several sizes and then modi�ed 10,000 times. We measured only smallsizes (from 50 to 3,200) to re�et what we believe is ommon real-world usage. (Inremen-talization generally produes asymptoti improvement, so arbitrary speedups an be had atlarge data struture sizes.) In eah ase, wall-lok time, inluding GC and all other VMand inrementalization overheads, is measured. The data strutures and their modi�ation



3.5. EVALUATION 100Boolean hekHashBukets(int i) {if (i >= bukets.length) return true;boolean b1 = hekHashElements(bukets[i℄, i),b2 = hekHashBukets(i+1);return b1 && b2;}Boolean hekHashElements(HashElement e, int i) {if (e == null) return true;return (e.key.hashCode() % bukets.length == i) &&hekHashElements(e.next, i);}Figure 3.9: Invariant for the hash table. The invariant is invoked as hekHashBukets(0).patterns are desribed below.If an operation requires a �random� element, it is seleted at random from the setof elements guaranteed to ful�ll the operation. For instane, the element for a deletion ishosen at random from the elements already in the data struture.Ordered List. The OrderedIntList and its invariant isOrdered were desribedin Setion 3.2. The modi�ations were 50% insertion of a random element, 25% deletion ofa random element, and 25% deletion of the �rst element in the list (as in a queue).Hash Table. The HashTable data struture maps keys to values, using hainingto store multiple entries in the same buket. The invariant hek, shown in Figure 3.9,veri�es that no entry is in the wrong buket. Note that the single invariant enompassestwo funtions. The modi�ations were 50% random insertions and 50% random deletions.Red-Blak Tree. We used the open-soure GNU Classpath version of TreeMap,whih implements a red-blak tree in 1600 lines of Java. The invariants verify the requiredproperties of a red-blak tree, and hek the following properties: (i) the tree is well-ordered



3.5. EVALUATION 101(ii) loal red-blak properties (e.g. a red node has blak hildren) (iii) the number of blaknodes along any path from the root to a leaf is the same. See Figure 3.10 for the ode. Themodi�ations onsisted of 50% random insertions and 50% random deletions.A red-blak tree is partiularly well suited to dynami invariant heks beause1. It is a data struture with nontrivial behaviors for even simple operations suh asinsert and delete that are hard to �get right�.2. It has several invariants that are di�ult to analyze statially but are relatively easyto write as ode.However, its omplexity also hallenges Ditto: a single operation an alter thedata struture layout signi�antly, reordering, adding, and removing nodes. Additionally,two of the invariants enfore global onstraints, requiring nontrivial inremental updates tothe omputation graph. For these reasons, we onsidered the red-blak tree an aid test forthe feasibility of Ditto.AnalysisThe results of inrementalization for these data strutures at various sizes arepresented in Figure 3.11. In eah ase Ditto suessfully inrementalized the invariant,produing an asymptoti speedup over the uninrementalized version. The average speedupat 3200 elements is 7.5x.Ditto performs well for medium to large sized data strutures. However, thereis some baseline overhead due to write barriers and the inrementalization data struturesthat have to be maintained. To more losely analyze behavior on smaller data strutures, for



3.5. EVALUATION 102eah struture we measured the rossover size, the data struture size at whih it is faster torun Ditto's inrementalized version of a hek than the original, all overheads onsidered.2Crossover sizeOrdered list ≈ 250Hash table ≈ 100Red-blak tree ≈ 200These rossover sizes suggest that Ditto an be used as part of the development proessfor programs with relatively small data strutures as well.3.5.2 Sample appliationsNetols is a Tetris-like game written by a olleague in 1600 lines of Java. Jewelsfall from the sky through a retangular grid and must be made to form patterns as theyland. The program keeps an array top of the position of the highest landed jewels in eaholumn, and maintains the invariant that no jewels are �oating � i.e. there are no emptysquares below the highest spot in eah olumn, and there are no bejeweled squares aboutit; see Figure 3.12 for the ode.The main event loop averaged 80ms end-to-end time with the invariant hek run-ning, notieably sluggish. With Ditto, the event loop averaged 15ms.JSO [43℄ is a JavaSript obfusator written in 600 lines of Java. It renamesJavaSript funtions, and keeps a map from old names to new so that if the same fun-tion is invoked again, its orret new name will be used. However, funtions whose nameshave ertain properties or that are on a list of reserved keywords should not be renamed.Thus, we hek the invariant that keys in the renaming map do not meet any exlusionary
2In [1℄, a rossover point is also mentioned, often ourring at size 1. Though our attempt to ontatthe author failed, we imagine that this point is measuring a di�erent phenomenon, perhaps a theoretialrossover point without runtime overheads.



3.6. RELATED WORK 103riteria. See Figure 3.13. To enable this invariant, we maintain an auxiliary list of mapkeys, names.Figure 3.14 shows the results of feeding JSO JavaSript inputs of varying sizes.Ditto's inrementalized version of the hek is able to mitigate muh of the overhead.3.6 Related WorkLanguages suh as JML [47℄ and Spe# [13℄ provide motivation for this work.These languages enable the user to write data struture invariant heks (among otherspei�ations) diretly into their ode. In some ases, these heks are statially veri�able,in whih ase Ditto provides a omplimentary solution: very small o�ine overhead followedby a moderate runtime overhead and veri�ation for testing inputs, as opposed to a largero�ine overhead, no runtime overhead, and veri�ation for all inputs. On the other hand,the ases where the heks must be veri�ed at runtime are perfetly suited to Ditto.Software model heking [12, 28, 65℄ is a powerful tehnique for stati veri�ation.However, most model hekers do not perform well when required to maintain a preiseheap abstration, suh as when verifying red-blak tree invariants, often failing to verifystrutures of depth greater than �ve. Reent work by Darga et al. [25℄ has made progresstoward veri�ation of omplex invariants, but the depth bound is still small for omplexdata strutures and ghost �elds and programmer annotations are required.Algorithm inrementalization has been the subjet of onsiderable researh [27, 56,57, 59, 40℄; see [62℄ for a omprehensive bibliography of early work. Initial researh oftenfoused on hand-inrementalizing partiular algorithms [60℄.



3.6. RELATED WORK 104Liu et al. began to devise a systemati approah to inrementalization [51℄, ul-minating with reent work [50℄ that presented a semi-automated inrementalizer for objet-oriented languages. This work di�ers from Ditto in two respets. First, it inrementalizesalgorithms primarily through memoization (rather than a hybrid dependene/memoizationsolution), whih may require reomputation even though true dependenies have not beenmodi�ed. Seond, it requires a library of hints, one for eah type of input modi�ation, thatdesribe how the modi�ation pertains to the inrementalization; Ditto allows for arbitraryupdates. More reently, Aar et al. [1, 2℄ have developed a robust framework for inremen-talization that uses both memoization and hange propagation. This framework o�ers anumber of library funtions with whih a programmer an inrementalize funtional odefuntions and ahieve onsiderable speedups. Aar's work and Ditto di�er in several re-spets. Aar's inrementalizer operates in the ontext of a purely funtional program inML. Input hanges and omputation dependenes must be spei�ed expliitly by the pro-grammer. The framework is general and, thanks to the funtional environment, an inre-mentalize omputations that return new objets. Dependenies are traked at the statementlevel, whih allows for very preise hange propagation. However, to ahieve this granularity,funtions must be statially split into several omponents, so that individual statements anbe exeuted diretly. These sub-funtions must then be onverted to ontinuation-passingstyle. In ontrast, Ditto operates in Java. Inrementalization is done automatially via



3.6. RELATED WORK 105write barriers and automati instrumentation. Ditto operates on the domain of data stru-ture invariant heks: reursive, side-e�et-free funtions. Beause the rest of the programmay be arbitrarily imperative, funtions that return new objets are not allowed (suh ob-jets may be modi�ed and thus are unsuitable for memoization). However, many ommoninvariant heks an be written despite this restrition. Dependenies are traked at thefuntion level, whih obviates the need for funtion splitting and CPS onversion (as wellas optimizations required to eliit good CPS performane from Java VMs). The suitabil-ity of optimisti memoization for invariant heks further enables a simple implementation.Though the funtion-level granularity an require more ode to be re-exeuted than nees-sary, invariant hek funtions tend to be small, and exeuting an entire funtion is oftennearly as fast as identifying the few statements in that funtion that atually have modi�eddependenes and rerunning just those.Work by Cooper, Burhett, et al. [16, 23℄ on funtional reative programming(FRP) has takled inrementalization from a di�erent angle. Their work deals with providinglinguisti support for programs that deal with a sequene of user inputs, whih are analogousto the sequene of inputs given to Ditto's invariant heks. Like Ditto, their FRP systemonstruts a omputation graph of the program and uses hange propagation to determinewhat portions of the program to re-exeute in response to a sequene of events. Ditto anbe seen as an extension of this hange propagation model that handles impliit heap inputsand works in an imperative setting. (Like Aar's work, FRP deals with funtional programsand values.) Like Ditto, the FRP implementation �nds the onstrution and maintenaneof a omplete data�ow graph overly umbersome and ine�ient. Ditto solves this problem



3.6. RELATED WORK 106by treating individual funtion invoations as the smallest aeptable level of granularity inonstruting its omputation graph; FRP uses a more sophistiated ase-by-ase loweringalgorithm to oalese ertain sets of data�ow graph nodes into one node.



3.6. RELATED WORK 107void invariants() {if (!isRedBlak(root) || hekBlakDepth(root) == -1 ||! isOrdered(root, Integer.MIN_VALUE, Integer.MAX_VALUE))omplain();}Boolean isOrdered(Node n, int lower, int upper) {if (n == nil) return true;if (n.key <= lower || n.key >= upper)return false;if (n.key <= n.left.key || n.key >= n.right.key)return false;boolean b1 = isOrdered(e.left, lower, n.key),b2 = isOrdered(e.right, n.key, upper);return b1 && b2;}Boolean isRedBlak(Node n) {if (n == nil) return true;Node l = n.left, r = n.right;if (n.olor != BLACK && n.olor != RED)return false;if ((l != nil && l.parent != n) ||(r != nil && r.parent != n))return false;if (n.olor == RED && (l.olor != BLACK ||r.olor != BLACK))return false;boolean b1 = isRedBlak(l), b2 = isRedBlak(r);return b1 && b2;}Integer hekBlakDepth(Node n) {if (n == nil)return 1;int left = hekBlakDepth(n.left);int right = hekBlakDepth(n.right);if (left != right || left == -1)return -1;return left + (n.olor == BLACK ? 1 : 0);}Figure 3.10: Invariants for the red-blak tree. nil is a speial dummy node in the imple-mentation that is always blak.
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Figure 3.11: Results for data struture benhmarks. Eah graph ompares the performaneof ode with (i) no invariant heks (ii) standard invariant heks (iii) inrementalized in-variant heks on di�erent sizes of the data struture.



3.6. RELATED WORK 109Boolean hekTop(int ol) {if (ol == width) return;boolean b1 = hekEmpty(ol, top[ol℄),b2 = hekFull(ol, top[ol℄-1),b3 = hekTop(ol+1);return b1 && b2 && b3;}Boolean hekFull(int ol, int row) {if (row == 0) return true;return jewels[ol℄[row℄ != nullJewel &&hekFull(ol, row-1);}Boolean hekEmpty(int ol, int row) {if (row == height) return true;return jewels[ol℄[row℄ == nullJewel &&hekEmpty(ol, row+1);}Figure 3.12: The invariant hek that veri�es that a netols grid has no �oating jewels.Boolean goodMapping(JList names) {if (names == null) return true;String s = (String) names.value;if (Charater.isUpperCase(s.harAt(0)) ||Charater.isDigit(s.harAt(0)))return false;boolean b1 = ! inReserved(s, 0),b2 = goodMapping(names.next);return b1 && b2;}Boolean inReserved(String s, int off) {if (off == reserved_names.length) return false;return s.equals(reserved_names[off℄) || inReserved(s, off+1);}Figure 3.13: Invariant hek for JSO that ensures that a proteted funtion is not renamed.
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Chapter 4
Disussion and Conlusion

We have disussed two omplex program transformations, a speializer and aninrementalizer, that are driven in large part by simple dynami analyses. The previoushapters detailed the tehnial aspets of the optimizations; this brief hapter summarizesthe argument made in this dissertation and disusses some additional points.It is possible to perform simple online dynami analyses that enable sig-ni�ant program transformations. Beause of the onstrained nature of their exeutionenvironment, online dynami analyses are neessarily simple. Many dynami program trans-formations are orrespondingly simplisti: they use these simple measurements to answerssimple questions, suh as whih funtion is most frequently invoked by a dynami dispathall. This state of a�airs o�ers a hallenge: how to onstrut a sophistiated programtransformation that depends on a arefully hosen but limited pool of information.In this dissertation, we have argued that if the dynami analyses are well hosen,and a suitable domain of programs to transform is seleted, sophistiated transformations



112are possible. We ontribute two program transformations to support this hypothesis. Ourspeializer uses a simple dynami test to predit objet invariane; it an speed up pro-grams with many invariant objets by as muh as 500%. Ditto dynamially onstrutsomputation graphs to asymptotially speed up data struture invariant heks.It is possible to trade transformative power for broader appliability.The two transformations desribed in this dissertation apply to spei� program domains,and yield signi�ant speedups. Tranformations fueled by dynami analyses need not bedomain-spei�; the ost of inreased generality is a lessening in the e�etiveness of thetransformation.In additional work, we have onstruted a transformation that operates on a largelass of programs and yields more modest speedups. Jolt [70℄ is an automati objet hurnremover for large-sale Java programs. Objet hurn ours when a temporary data objetis alloated on the heap and dies shortly after its reation. Due to the way objet-orientedprograms are strutured, (a) hurn is very frequent in large programs and (b) hurned objetsare di�ult to remove via standard optimizations suh as esape analysis beause they oftenoutlive their alloation ontext.Jolt eliminates some objet hurn by identifying alloation sites that generate short-lived objets and reating a sope that inludes both the alloation sites and the funtionsinvolved in the objets' use and death. Beause the objets' lifetimes are now bounded bythis sope, Jolt an then invoke a traditional esape analysis to eliminate their alloations.Rather than rely on stati pointer and lifetime analyses, Jolt uses two very simply dynamianalyses to drive this proess.



1131. It monitors the value of the memory alloator's heap alloation pointer to infer howmany objets have been alloated by eah funtion and its desendants.2. It piggybaks on the garbage olletor to identify whih of these objets die at the endof various funtion sopes.In ombination, these two analyses identify short-lived objets, where they are alloated, andwhere they tend to die. By plaing suh objet alloations on the stak or in registers, Joltremoves four times as many alloations as standard optimizations and speeds up programsby as muh as 15%.Jolt's large domain (any program with objet hurn) and modest speedups ontrastwith Ditto and the speializer's small domain and large speedups, and illustrates thetradeo�s between power and generality.Implementing dynami analyses and transformations diretly into a VMtrades ease of implementation and portability for power. The speializer in thisdoument was implemented as a JVM modi�ation, whereas the inrementalizer was imple-mented as a soure-to-soure transformation with a runtime support library. Implementingthe speializer yielded a host of positives and negatives in ontrast to implementing Ditto.Positives:
• It is powerful. It an build on the mehanisms available to the VM, inluding manip-ulating the garbage olletor (done by Jolt) and the VM's objet representation (doneby the speializer). Ditto must respet the limits of the Java language.
• It allows for an e�ient implementation. For instane, the speializer ould insert



114write barriers in a low level IR, whereas Ditto must implement them in Java.Negatives:
• It requires understanding and manipulating a massive, extremely omplex body ofode. VMs already ontain sophistiated ompilers and runtime infrastruture, andit is daunting and time-onsuming to identify and modify the relevant portions of aodebase ontaining tens or hundreds of thousands of lines of ode.
• The transformation is very di�ult to port. Beause it relies on the spei�s of apartiular VM implementation, it must be re-implemented to work with another VM.
• Large-sale program transformations are di�ult to debug. Our speializer had togenerate thousands of lines of ode. Beause it was operating inside a JIT ompiler, ithad to use a VM-spei�, poorly doumented intermediate language. Beause the VMis so ompliated � JIT optimizations often had nonloal e�ets � debugging generallymeant running the entire VM and eliminating onfounding variables as they beameapparent. It was very di�ult to establish safety and soundness.Annotation-free implementations of omplex transformations are pos-sible. One feature that I required of the two transformations in this dissertation, as wellas the third one desribed in this setion (Jolt), is that they be automati, requiring nouser input to run. I insisted upon this requirement primarily as a matter of pratiality: ifan optimization requires additional programmer steps, whether in the form of programmerannotations or other input, a programmer is less likely to adopt it than if the optimizationis fully automati.



115My rationale was simple: though there have been a host of powerful, e�etivestaged or annotation-driven optimizations in the last twenty years, none are in wide use formost ommon languages. C, C++, and Java users rely on their ompilers, sans annotations,to perform transformations, and programmers of sripting languages like Perl and Python� who view the lak of a ompilation phase as a rapid development aid � are ontent to justinvoke their language's interpreter. Optimizations that, no matter how powerful, require amanual step are simply not used by the vast majority of programmers.Due to the omplexity of the transformations attempted in this paper, making themannotation-free was a daunting requirement, and ended up being a major di�erentiator ofthis work from prior work in the area. We had to sari�e �exibility and expressiveness. Forinstane,
• DyC [35℄, a user-driven speializer, allows the programmer to speify via annotationsa number of speialization poliies, suh as how to ahe, speulate, and dispath. Ourspeializer applies one automati set of poliies to all program.
• Aar et al.'s inrementalizer [1℄ enables the user to speify exatly what onstitutesequivalene for the purpose of memoization; Ditto onservatively relies on a ombi-nation of pointer and value equality.In these and other ways, our transformations have had to limit their e�etiveness to ahievetranspareny. However, I believe that the ost of this derease in power is outweighed bythe bene�t of a better programmer experiene, and remain on�dent that similar tradeo�san be made for other omplex manual optimizations to render them automati as well.Furthermore, given the historial unwillingness of programmers to adopt manual



116transformations (as frustrating as this fat may be), I would argue that for any transforma-tion to be onsidered pratial for the ommon programmer, it should be automati, evenif suh a design would yield a less powerful transformation than a manual one.
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